Practical Television '61

April 1961

Attractive
Easy to build
Inexpensive

Building a Cabinet for the 'OLYMPIC'
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HARVERSON SURPLUS CO. LTD.
83 HIGH ST., MERTON, S.W.19. Cherrywood 3985/6/7

Introducing: 39'6
HARVERSON'S
Monaural Amplifier Kit

In response to numerous requests from delighted purchasers of our "SUPER STEREO KIT" we have produced a "MONOAURAL AMPLIFIER" on similar lines.

- A U111 B2 valve provides a triode amplifying stage, and a pentode output stage (3 watts), enabling good amplification and sparkling reproduction to be combined with physical compactness (amplifier size: 7 x 3; x 6in. high).
- Modern circuitry design and good quality O.P. transformer (to match 30). Keep hum and distortion to a low level.
- The controls, volume on/off, and tone, are complete with attractive cream and gold knobs.
- The amplifier has a built-in fully smoothed power supply, using a good quality mains transformer (A.C. mains only) and metal rectifier.
- All you need is supplied including easy to follow instructions which guarantee good results for the beginner and expert. All components, leads, chassis, valve, knobs, etc. are first grade items by prominent manufacturers.

OUR PRICE. Plus 4/6 Post & Packing.

LOUDSPEAKER 14/6 EXTRA.

COSSOR C.R.T. SNIP

108K 10-in. New and boxed, 15/-, plus 6/-, P. & P.
75K 10-in. New and boxed, 15/-, plus 6/-, P. & P.

Ion trap magnets to suit the above. 29/3, 3d. P. & P.

Mazda CRM 172—Not a Regun. Picture tested—12 months Guarantee.

£3.17.6. 12/6 P. & P.

C.R.T. TESTER/REACTIVATOR

- Tests any tube without removal from set or carton.
- Repairs tubes discarded for low emission.
- Measures A.C. Volts, D.C. Volts, E.H.T.

The Radar Model 202 Tester-Reactivator is the most comprehensive instrument of its type on the British Market.

(Brief with E.H.T. probe)

Measures TRUE Beam Current, Visual indication when reactivating is complete (a Radar exclusive) Tests and Measures ALL tube Voltages including E.H.T. (another exclusive) Measures Resistance up to 100 Megohms. Clears leaks by pressing a button. Heater Current measurement 0-5A and 0-25A Linear Scale Adjusts heater current to ensure accurate Emission Test. Portable for field or bench service.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION


1000's & 1000's
OF SATISFIED PEOPLE
VIEWING E.M.S.

REBUILT TELEVISION TUBES

- A NEW GUN IN EVERY TUBE
- BUY DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
- 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

12 inch £5.0.0 14 inch £5.10.0 17 inch £6.10.0

Immediate dispatch on receipt of Remittance

Carriage and insurance 12/6 extra

£1 Refunded on receipt of your old Tube

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE

MARRAH'S for TELEVISION LTD.
131 St. Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.15
STAMFORD HILL 3267 & 5555
INTRODUCING THE “REAL COMPANION”
CAR RADIO/PORTABLE

Now available is a modern receiver quite easy to make up and with all the features of sets being sold at twice the price. The circuit has been well tried and proved and will perform well all over the country. Here at Eastbourne, recognised as a bad reception area, performance on the Home, Light and many Continental Stations including Luxemburg, is extremely good. Demonstration Models can be heard at Eastbourne and our London addresses.

NOTE THESE FEATURES

- 400/500mw, Output Push-pull.
- 6 Transistor Transistors
- Latest Type Superhet circuit.
- Medium and Long Wave.
- Internal Ferrite aerial litz wound.
- Kit set 4 Transistor set.
- Latest Type printed circuit with component plan.

- Slow motion tuning.
- Car aerial socket.
- Two-tone cabinet.
- High Nic elliptical speaker.
- Size 2½ x 3½ in., approximately.
- Easy to follow instructions.
- 12 month guarantee on all components.
- No technical knowledge required.
- Service available at moderate charges.

ORDER IN CONFIDENCE
Money returned in full if not up to your expectations and reception tested. Price complete, less battery, £12-6-0 plus carriage and insurance 3/-.

TRANSISTOR LOUDSPEAKER POCKET RADIOS

Read these testimonials

D. A. Hilton, Leigh, Lancs.
“Am received Pocket 4 on Christmas Day. I made it up on Boxing Day and I am very pleased with the results. It brings in local stations and many foreign stations including Luxemburg at good strength. I am 13 years old.

Mr. J. Bell, Wolverhampton.
“I am willing to express my satisfaction at the standard of your kit for your Pocket 4 Transistor set and also to state that it has come up to my expectations in regard to performance”.

Mr. R. Bell, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
“I have built your Pocket 5 Transistor set. I am very pleased with it”.

Mr. F. Jackson, Ickenham, Middlex.
“I have built the Pocket 4 and am more than pleased with the results”.

Mr. G. Bamford, Ramsgate.
“I find nothing I could fail to build it and get results. Even the last-time-never-before, as your circuit diagrams and instructions are so clear and accurate”.

Mr. A. J. Simmons, Welling, Kent.
“I purchased from you a week ago the Pocket 4 Transistor Kit. I put it together last night in 13 hours. On switching on the set I was right on Radio Luxembourg. I must say thank you, because not only has the set a very attractive appearance, it also behaves fantastically”.

Mr. S. High-Jones, South Shields.
“I was delighted to receive your Pocket 4 Transistor set. After I assembled and tested it I was amazed at such a small receiver bag such good reception”.

NOW AVAILABLE WITH FIRST GRADE TRANSISTORS AND FOR LONG AND MEDIUM WAVES.

Circuit comprises 2 HF transistors referred to equal 4 stages. Permanent germanium diode and high gain Al output stage, fitted with miniature speaker, proper tuning condenser, volume control and in case handle as illustrated (less monogram), completely portable.

No aerial or earth required. Pocket 4 uses 3 transistors and 1 diode, price £26, plus 2/6 post and insurance. Pocket 5 uses 4 transistors and 1 diode and has feedback control, price £67/6, plus 2/6 post and insurance.

GOOD RESULTS EVERYWHERE.

Nothing can be more disappointing than to find that despite care in making up, your radio just will not work or needs a long high aerial and water pipe earth. We can prove good results in all areas and we guarantee all components for 12 months. Read just a few of the hundreds of testimonials we have received from constructors who have made these sets. Send in confidence. Money refunded if not up to your expectations. Plans free with parts, or separately 1/6. More details S.A.E.

THE ORIGINALS MAY BE SEEN AT EASTBOURNE OFFICE

Mr. E. Balcombe, Manchester.
“I have constructed Pocket 4 Loudspeaker radio and am delighted with its performance and appearance. For the cost I consider it excellent”.

Mr. N. Elliot, Pontypool.
“I have completed the assembly of your Pocket 4 radio and am pleased to say that it works from the first switching on”.

Mr. R. Morse, Birchington-on-Sea.
“I knew nothing whatever about radio but I have just made up your transistor set from the kit of parts you sent. I am happy to say that it works perfectly and does all you claim of it. As you see, I live a good way from London, yet the B.B.C. comes in quite loud. The little set can be heard well in my good-sized room. Quite a number of other stations can be heard at night time with quite good reception. Wonderful value for ‘money”.

Mr. N. Stuart, Leeds.
“Having completed Pocket 3 Kit, which I received from you I have had results on first attempt. I must say that in my opinion this small transistor radio gives results far better than any other set”.

Mr. J. Hayden, Ilkley, Lancs.
“I have had great pleasure in buying from you a Pocket Transistor 2. I have built it up and it is perfect”.

Mr. H. Dobbin, Hornsea.
“Waves heard to great advantage”.

“I wish to inform you that I am very pleased indeed with the Pocket 3 Transistor Radio Set I recently purchased from you. I wish to say the reception is quite good”.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.

post orders are dealt with from Eastbourne, so for prompt attention please post your orders to 46 Grove Road, Eastbourne, marked Department 2. Callers may use any one of the Companies below.

266 London Road, Woking, Surrey.
Telephone: 4558

28 Strand Green Rd., Finchley, N. 3.
Telephone: ARCH 6049

22 High Street North, Manor Park, N. 10.
Telephone: ILford 1311

42-6 Windmill Hill, Ruston, Notts.
Telephone: RUG 6790

26 High Street, Hanworth, N. Y. 18.
Telephone: EL Car 4444
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### Express Postal Service! All Orders Despatched Same Day As Received, Telephone and Telegram Orders for Cash on Delivery Accepted Up to 3:30 P.M.

| OZ | 5 666G 7-10 10CI 13-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1A) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PLB20 8/7 7U801 9/10 XFY12 9/6 |
| IA | 3-9 17 12OI 24/6 36LGT 9/6 DH 90 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM28 8/7 7U120 16/7 XFY34 16/6 |
| IS | 6-1 612F 10-1 10CI 1-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM42 8/8 7U420 1-7 XCE10 16/6 |
| IAGT | 12-9 1311 11-1 10CI 1-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM12 6/8 XAU20 8/7 XSG15(1) 6/6 |
| IC | 5-16 16-1 16CI 11-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM24 2/10 7U441 12-1 Y6 4/6 |
| ID | 16-10 666G 7-10 16CI 11-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM24 2/10 7U441 12-1 Y6 4/6 |
| IE | 17-16 166F 10-1 16CI 11-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM24 2/10 7U441 12-1 Y6 4/6 |
| IHTG | 10-16 666G 7-10 16CI 11-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM24 2/10 7U441 12-1 Y6 4/6 |
| IL | 3-16 166G 7-10 16CI 11-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM24 2/10 7U441 12-1 Y6 4/6 |
| ILDS | 5-16 666G 7-10 16CI 11-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM24 2/10 7U441 12-1 Y6 4/6 |
| INGT | 10-16 666G 7-10 16CI 11-1 35A 21/3 DH 76 5-1 E50(1E) 7-1 KF35 8/6 PM24 2/10 7U441 12-1 Y6 4/6 |

### VOLUME CONTROLS

All with Long Spindle and Double-pole Switch, 4½ each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10 K</th>
<th>25 K</th>
<th>50 K</th>
<th>100 K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 CI</td>
<td>120 CI</td>
<td>20 CI</td>
<td>30 CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 CI</td>
<td>9 CI</td>
<td>12 CI</td>
<td>15 CI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ELECTRICITY CONSUMERS

![List of electrical components and ratings](image-url)
SUFFOLK IN FOREMOST FIRST TECHNOLOGY today

COPY earning to Whatever your "NO Promotions show you how to qualify for the B.I.E. Specialist Electronics Courses, full details of Engineering. Home Study Courses and outlines for you how you can quickly the is ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES Have you sent for your copy? ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES is a highly informative 156-page guide to the best paid engineering posts. It tells you how you can quickly prepare at home for a recognised engineering qualification and outlines a wonderful range of modern Home Study Courses in all branches of Engineering. This unique book also gives full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our Specialist Electronics Training Division—the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains the benefits of our Employment Dept. and shows you how to qualify for five years promotion in one year. We definitely Guarantee "NO PASS—NO FEE" Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford to miss reading this famous book. If you are earning less than £25 a week, send for your copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" today—FREE.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes) (Dept. SE/20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

Suffolk's reputation for reliability accounts for the rapidly increasing popularity of Suffolk rebuilt tubes. Now you can obtain C.R. Tubes of all types completely rescreened and aluminised—at an exceptionally low price! £5. 5.5. 15" & 17" £5.10. 21" £8.

Sensational value with the existing range of picture tubes! £4.10. 4.15. 15" & 17" £5. 21" £7.

Suffolk's FULL 12 MONTH GUARANTEE is your assurance of satisfaction. You get FREE DELIVERY anywhere in the U.K. when you trade with Suffolk, the largest independent tube rebuilders in London.

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD

SUFFOLK HALL, 1-3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD, PUTNEY, S.W.15
Telephone: VAN 5267, 4304

FREE TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS—THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

WHICH IS YOUR PET SUBJECT?


GET SOME LETTERS AFTER YOUR NAME!


PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT


INCLUDING TOOLS!

The specialist Electronics Division of B.I.E.T. (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes), NOW offers you a real laboratory training at home with practical equipment. Ask for details.

B.I.E.T. SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW:

Please send me your FREE 156-page "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" (Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME
ADDRESS
SUBJECT OR EXAM THAT INTERESTS ME (SE/20)

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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7-VALVE AM/FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

Valve Line up: ECC83, ECL81, EF89, EAC89C, EB84 EM1280.

3 wave band and switched gram positions. Mfd. 200-500 m., 1 long, 100-2000 m. Fm. 88-99.5 Mc. 4 Controls, Vol., On-Off, Tone Tuning.


£13.10.0 Carr. and Ins. 5/- Recommended Speakers Bin 214, 10in. 30/-.

REIN-GUNNED TV TUBES

Prices Reduced Again! New Heater, Cathode and Gun Assembly fitted to all tubes, and now re-screened and aluminised at no extra cost!

12 in. £5. 14in. £5.55. 17in. £10.50. etc.

Mullard and Mazda types ex-stock Carr. and Ins. 10/- Item. Part Exchange allowance on your old tube 10/- tube advice h/o.

RECORDING TAPE SPECIAL OFFER

1st grade American Columbia Tape—BRAND NEW—sealed boxes.

Standard

Half track

1in. 6000... 15/- 9000... 10/-
1/2in. 9000... 10/- 13500... 15/-
4-Track 9000... 15/- 13500... 20/-
6-track 9000... 20/- 13500... 25/-

Double Play and other sizes in stock.

BAND 3 TV CONVERTER

All channels 7-14 (140-200 Mc).

Mk. E Model. Using EU84 and EF89 valves. 1400娩, 220-250 v. A.A. size 6x9 in. x 2 in. Simple to fit, ready to use. Only 70/-, P. & 6/-.

B&H changeover Sw. and B.B. C. Aerial socket fitted and wired, Ex. receiver.

Band 3 aerials. Magic Dipole with 4 yard cable, 12/6. 3 Element Beam, 26/6. 5 Element, 38/6, etc. B&H crossover Links, 2/6.

COAX 80 OHM CABLE

Stand. 100 ft. 35/-, full reel 90/- Air-Shared Avialal.

A high-grade Coax at NEW REDUCED PRICE.

ONLY 66/- per yard, special prices—quantity discounts.

25 yds. 5/-, Carr. 1/- Included.

201 ft. 25/-, Carr. 10/-.

Complete 100 ft. 40/-, Carr. 25/-.

Outfit Boxes 4/6.

CAT HTL ORIENTATION TRANSFORMERS

New improved types, small size and tag terminated. Prim. AC 200/300V. Secondaries N.A. +20%. 6, 12V or 13V Tubes. 10/6 each. P. & 1/6.

SENTINEL RECTIFIERS, F.B.T. Type, Fireproof Vacuum, K310 325 v. 6; K39 350 325 v. 6/9; K39 300 350 v. 7/8; K39 300 450 v. 7/8, etc. MAINS TYPE—K315 75 v. 4/9; K312 120 v. 5 A/A; K315 180 v. 5 A/A; K312 240 v. 5 A/A; K312 360 v. 5 A/A; etc.

SPEAKER B.-Expanded Bronze annealed metal 8 x 8 in. 2/6; 12 x 8 in. 3/6; 12 x 12 in. 4/6; 15 x 15 in. 6/6; 15 x 24 in. 9/6; etc.

TYGAN BFR (Murphy pattern) 12 x 12 in. 8/-; 12 x 18 in. 10/-; 15 x 12 in. 14/-; etc.


(TRANSISTOR ONE-WATT AMPLIFIER) 5 v. operated.


COMPLETE KIT—now only 70/-, Carr. 2/-, 7/- in. x 4 in. matching speakers. 7/-, Circuit and instruction leaflet. Complete Portable Record Player 2/-, post free.

Driver trans. 10/6 Sweep 0/6/0/6 per set OFFER.

2 CRT 10/6 5/6. etc.

2 GET 11/6 6/-

JASON FM TUNER UNITS

(70-100 Mc.)

Design-approved kits of parts for these quality and highly popular tuners available as follow:

STANDARD MODEL (FMT)—as previously extensively advertised. COMPLETE KIT, 5 sets. P. & 6/-, set of 4 spec. valves, 25/-, post free.

LATEST MODEL (FMT2)—attractively presented shelf mounting unit in complete kit form with Built-in Power Supply. COMPLETE KIT, £7. 6/-, P. & 6/-, set of 4 spec. valves, 30/-


COAXIAL CABLES.


ONLY A FEW ITEMS ARE LISTED FROM OUR COMPREHENSIVE STOCK. WRITE NOW FOR FULL BAGLISTS. 3d.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALS

70 Brigstock Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. post and packing up to 4/- 7d. 1/1, 3/- 1/1: 6/-

Sib. 2/- 10/-.

All day Saturday. By Thornton Heath Station.
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The Pilkington Committee

T HE controversy over the number of lines to be used in future British television and the question of the introduction of colour are not the only problems to be placed before the Pilkington Committee. Actual programme content is now forming the subject of much of the evidence being submitted. A Roman Catholic committee recently criticised the low moral standards in some television plays, variety performances and other programmes. The committee spoke of "a complete lack of restraint and reticence" which can lead to a "serious infringement of both modesty and morality". Further observations included "It is not just a question of immodesty of dress or of bad language, the very themes treated frequently conflict with accepted standards of moral behaviour and...during the past few years there has been a deterioration in the standards observed both by the BBC and the ITA programme companies".

There is also, says the committee, excessive preoccupation with violence and horror, an over-emphasis on the abnormal or even perverted. Repetition creates a climate of opinion which can have disastrous effects, especially on a youth led to believe that infidelity in marriage and recourse to violence are normal. The committee contends that the competition between the BBC and the ITA has been of a destructive rather than creative character, each having been driven by the desire for large audiences. The establishment of a Classification Board is also recommended, to be appointed in the same way as are members of the Board of Film Censorship.

A Radio and Television Safeguards Committee, representing sixteen trade unions, recommends the establishment of a National Council for Broadcasting to advise Parliament on broadcasting matters and a General Broadcasting Committee to enforce ethical standards. The Council would see that general regulations affecting broadcasting were observed. The Committee would investigate complaints about the standard of programmes.

The Advertising Inquiry Council, in a memorandum to the Pilkington Committee, complains of inadequate checking and controlling of advertising on ITV. The memorandum makes the charge that the present Advertising Advisory Committee contains too many representatives of the advertising industry and that offensive advertisements are sometimes removed only after outside pressure. The proposed new council would contain representatives of social welfare, medical and consumers' organisations. It would have powers to veto whole classes of advertising, and would be financed by revenue from the network's advertising.

Evidence on sound and television broadcasting continues to reach the Pilkington Committee and it seems that much of the criticism contained in it is adverse. Few good words have appeared for the Independent Television Companies and it must now be quite clear that many organisations, which represent many viewers—not small groups or minorities—are of the opinion that very many improvements are possible and certainly necessary.
WHEN American television receiver practice is considered, emphasis is often given to the various basic circuit differences from British models, resulting from the different transmission standards (E.M. sound, negative picture modulation, etc.). It is however, equally interesting to consider those parts of the set which are common to both American and British systems. It is an open secret that there is a regular two-way traffic between Europe and America in the new television features which are so readily dismissed by the cynics as "sales gimmicks" but which in these days of more gradual receiver changes are often among the more striking technical innovations.

The latest printed circuit boards have component values printed on the reverse side.

Printed Circuits

Today, only a small minority of British receivers do not contain at least some part of their circuitry in the form of printed wiring panels. Surprisingly, quite a number of American firms still make a strong point of their "conventionally wired chassis"—this is partly because many of the early printed wiring sets proved highly unpopular with service engineers and, through them, with the public. To overcome this dislike of servicing printed circuits, the wiring pattern is also printed on the board with full component reference numbers which is also liberally sprinkled with test points and key circuit identification points; sometimes the foil wiring pattern is also printed on the component side of the panel to facilitate circuit tracing; and the larger multi-connection components have been redesigned to make it easier to replace them should this prove necessary. These various identification techniques, claimed to provide "road maps" for the technician, are of course also found in some recent British models, the Philco "Codenta" (Colour IDENTification Assembly) chassis being a notable example. To overcome any remaining public mistrust of printed wiring, one American manufacturer offers a five-year guarantee for his panels.

There seems to be an increase in sets using high-level contrast-control circuits, i.e. the contrast-control between the video amplifier anode and the cathode (or grid) of the picture tube. High-level contrast control has the advantage that the gain of the video amplifier stage is not

Fig. 1. (left) — Simplified stacked I.F. stages—resistors R1 and R2 set the bias level for V2.
changed and thus the signal level to the sync separators is not affected by the position of the contrast-control. Fig. 2 shows one of the simplest high-level contrast-control circuits as used in Dumont chassis 120601-A.

"Cascode" or stacked I.F. amplifiers are more common in 1961, and some new tubes with higher gain have been introduced for I.F. service. The stacked H.T. has the advantages of less current drain from the H.T. supply and better signal-noise ratio because of the regulation of the first I.F.

plate supply by the second I.F. A simplified diagram of the stacked system is shown in Fig. 1. The voltage division across the valves is maintained, regardless of the respective valve condition, by resistors R1 and R2, which hold the grid voltage of V2 constant. Since the valve currents are in series, it is necessary only to apply AGC to V1.

The reasons may not be apparent at first glance for the 10M resistor from the centre arm of the brightness control to the lower end of the grid resistor in the vertical output stage of certain Philco sets (Fig. 3), or why the brightness control is in the earthy lead of the width control. This circuitry makes up a "brightness-size" compensation network. Brightness-size compensation is needed because regulation of a high-voltage system is something less than ideal. When brightness is turned up, the CRT draws more current. This reduces the high voltage, and the raster size will increase slightly because the electron beam is now easier to deflect.

Vertical compensation is achieved by feeding back a positive voltage to cancel out part of the normal negative bias on the frame output valve. (The negative bias is taken from the grid circuit of the line output valve.) As the brightness is increased (brightness-control arm going toward earth), there is less positive voltage. This permits the grid to go more negative and reduces the picture size. The brightness-width compensation would appear to be connected in reverse. As the brightness is increased, there is less shunting action by the 39k resistor (R38). This would seem to increase rather than decrease the width because the screen voltage of the line output valve is increased. However, in practice, the high voltage tends to be increased by this action faster than is the width, and compensation results. The brightness-size compensation tracking is said to be good.

**Power Supplies**

The division between printed-and hand-wiring adherents is also echoed in the power supply arrangements. Here the great gulf is between those makers who favour the inclusion of a double-wound isolating transformer and those who omit this costly component; like a whisper from a now almost forgotten era when British sets were not all "live". But in the United States, despite the 117V mains supply, most of the more expensive sets still fit an isolating transformer. There are several considerations which do not apply in Britain favouring its retention: conventional half-wave rectification, even with high efficiency silicon rectifiers, produces a maximum H.T. line of only about 130V—this low voltage is used in some A.C./D.C. models. Thus a voltage doubler circuit is needed unless a step-up transformer is fitted—unexpectedly some makers use a 1:1 ratio isolating transformer with voltage doubler, rather than a step-up type. The 60c/s mains frequency means that transformer cores can be slightly smaller than would be required on British 50c/s mains.
Zenith's 19in. portable has a bottom plate which may be removed to facilitate servicing.

"Zoom Lenses" and "Picture Tube Savers"

Two small dodges which have yet to cross the Atlantic are worth noting. At least one maker still fits a picture enlarger switch, a device which first appeared in the days of small picture tubes. The switch is arranged to increase both line and frame scan power by about 25 per cent: this gives an over-scanned picture, providing an enlarged central portion of the transmitted picture.

Another extremely simple device is the "picture tube saver" on Setchell-Carlson models. This is based on the well-known method of extending the useful life of a low emission picture tube by running it at some 25 to 50 per cent above its heater rating. British service engineers often fit a small transformer to provide the boost voltage when this becomes necessary. The "picture tube saver" simply consists of having the full boost voltage permanently available but wiring a 3Ω 5W resistor in series with the picture tube heater. When emission drops, the user inserts a plug which short-circuits the resistor.

Transistorised Sets

The American Philco Company marketed the first fully transistorised television receiver in 1959 and since then has been joined by several other firms, though there has been no flood of models. The original Philco set, which cost about £90, weighed with battery 15lb, had 21 transistors and two EHT valve rectifiers in a doubler circuit, and used a small 2in. picture tube with an optical magnification system with beam-splitter and concave mirrors. Larger screen direct-viewing models are now available, including a 19in. portable model by Motorola with 23 transistors and 12 diodes, and weighing 40lb. The 114°-deflection picture tube in this model is designed for operation with 100V on A1 and is driven by a 20V peak-to-peak video signal. The set has a 15kV regulated EHT supply. There is no retail price maintenance in the United States so that prices are only "recommended" by the makers; for the Motorola transistor model this is just under £100, with an extra £30 for a mains-operated power supply and charger for the 20V silver-cadmium battery which provides some five to six hours portable operation.

Typical of the tuner units fitted in these transistor sets is the 13-channel incremental-switch model by the General Instrument Corp. which has three micro-alloy-diffused transistors (MA72); one as a neutralised grounded-emitter R.F. amplifier, the second as mixer, and the third as a local oscillator. The unit requires only 8.5mA from a 12V supply. Noise figures are given by the makers as 9—12dB on the higher frequency channels and 4.5—7.5dB on the lower frequencies.

Remote Control Units

The increasing interest of British manufacturers in remote control devices has been much in evidence during recent months; in this respect they are catching up with the United States where many different types of control units have been tried out during the past few years. For example, a very simple pneumatic control was introduced during 1960 by one maker but dropped in his 1961 models, comprising a length of plastic tubing with an air bulb. Squeezing the bulb caused air pressure to operate a micro-switch, either turning the receiver on, or advancing the channel selector. To overcome the problem of control cables, several different media have been used: radio frequency control; light beams with a hand-held torch which was shone towards photo-cells in the receiver (liable to be affected by changes in ambient light); and the currently favoured ultrasonic systems.

Most of the ultrasonic systems now in vogue in the USA have been seen here. The generators, usually tuned to about 40kc/s, comprise either transistor oscillators or resonant reeds which are "hit" by small hammers. Systems differ in the number of "functions" or control channels provided. These ultrasonic systems have been found to be relatively free from the troubles of mutual or external interference.

Miscellaneous Features

The squarer 19in. and 23in. picture tubes are now widely featured. These picture tubes often have an integral bonded safety glass as it is claimed that, apart from eliminating dust between the surfaces, reflections are materially reduced.

Valve VHF tuners generally resemble U.K. practice though a recent innovation by R.C.A. is to fit one of their newly developed "Nuvisor" valves as a triode R.F. stage.

Although the Americans are generally regarded as "audio" conscious, this is not reflected to any great extent in the audio stages of the average television set, most of which use a single pentode output valve. However, a few makers fit push-pull output stages, or multi-loudspeaker systems, or both.
VALVE FAULTS
RECOGNISING FAULT SYMPTOMS AND ASSOCIATING THEM WITH SPECIFIC COMPONENTS
By G. J. King

It has been proved that a large number of the many faults which occur in domestic television receivers each year are the direct result of valve faults, and it is quite possible that the symptoms which these faults produce can be associated with a particular valve with the least amount of trouble. The knowledge that a particular symptom could be caused by a fault in a particular valve, at least, signifies to the technician the first move that can be made in the process of curing the trouble, without the need to delve too deeply into the circuit.

With this in mind, this article sets out to analyse from the practical angle some of the fault symptoms which could be caused by faulty valves, but it must be borne in mind that symptoms similar to those to be described could also be caused by a fault in an associated component or circuit. Nevertheless, in the large majority of cases, it will be found that the suspect valve is, in fact, responsible.

Valve Microphony

This is a valve fault which only shows up when the valve is used in certain circuits. For example, microphony developing in the frame amplifier valve will invariably cause the symptom of sound interference on vision. Horizontal dark lines will occur across the picture in sympathy with the sound signal. This effect could, of course, be caused by other troubles, but when the frame amplifier is the culprit it will be found to clear by turning the volume control right back.

Further proof that the valve is at fault is available by gently tapping the valve with the handle of a screwdriver while observing the picture. If the picture is similarly disturbed each time the valve is tapped, one can be almost sure that the fault will be cured when the valve is replaced. It is interesting to note that microphony may not be revealed by checking the valve on an ordinary valve tester.

Microphony in the sound output valve will produce a ringing sound superimposed on the sound signal from the loudspeaker. The effect is often aggravated when the sound volume is turned up fairly high and when high-frequency notes are reproduced. Again, a check is possible by turning down the volume control and tapping the suspect valve with the handle of a screwdriver. The valve should be replaced if ringing occurs in the loudspeaker each time the valve is tapped.

Similar microphony effects may occur in the tuner valves, notably the frequency changer, but the test for these valves and for any prior to the detector (sound or vision) must be made with the aerial removed from the set and the volume and contrast controls fully advanced. Some form of microphony can only be detected when the set is responding to an unmodulated carrier. The valve responsible in this case can be located either by running the set when an unmodulated sound or vision carrier (or both) is being radiated by the transmitter, or by feeding in an unmodulated signal from a signal generator tuned to the sound or vision carrier as required.

Microphonic Line Timebase Valves

Microphony in the line timebase oscillator valve often causes the picture to judder sideways whenever the receiver is subjected to vibration. This can happen in sympathy with the sound from the loudspeaker when the volume is turned up to a fairly high level. In some cases the line hold may be destroyed intermittently with loud passages of sound or when the cabinet or the faulty valve is tapped.

Similar trouble in the line output valve can give rise to a vertical ripple effect on the picture, as shown in Fig. 1. This, of course, will only happen when the valve is subjected to vibration. In sets using flywheel sync circuits, such as the Ferguson 991T, microphony in the line oscillator also produces a symptom similar to that shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.—The symptom of microphony in the line amplifier valve, on valves associated with flywheel sync.

However, if the reactance valve or discriminator diode suffers from microphony, the whole picture tends to oscillate sideways within the raster whenever the impaired valve is tapped or caused to vibrate.

Loose Electrodes

A common fault with certain valves is that the electrodes become insecure from their mountings and that poor connections develop within the valve. This trouble can eventually lead to inter-electrode shorts, but the first stage of the trouble may not be as severe as this. With timebase oscillator valves it is often found that either the vertical or horizontal lock is completely destroyed by tapping the faulty valve with the handle of a screwdriver, and that the lock can be restored by a further sharp tap.
In the sound channel, disconcerting cracklings are produced from the loudspeaker each time the faulty valve is tapped or when the volume is turned up too high. It should be noted, however, that similar effects are also caused by bad connections between the valve pins and the valveholder sockets, but this trouble can easily be proved by rocking the valve in its holder. If this action causes the effect, then the valve pins should be cleaned with fine-grade emery cloth and the valveholder sockets tightened or the valveholder replaced.

Frame Valve

If the trouble exists in the frame amplifier valve, dark, horizontal, lines will appear across the picture when the valve is tapped, and in severe cases the whole frame may collapse to a bright, horizontal line. In some cases, the linearity is affected as the valve is subjected to vibration, and, when the valve becomes highly sensitive to this fault condition, the frame linearity may alter with sound from the loudspeaker.

In the line output valve, the picture width often varies when this fault exists, and in some cases a change in the note of the line timebase whistle is observed. This may well be accompanied by flashing in the valve, since large pulse voltages exist in it and flashing occurs around the loose electrodes. Once a line output valve deteriorates to this condition, it is as well to replace the valve immediately as it is likely to ruin the line output transformer if it is left in a shorting condition for even a short while.

Loose electrodes in the frequency changer or oscillator valve invariably cause random changes in oscillator frequency. Such changes may swing the sound and vision tuning point outside the range of the fine tuning control, or they may alter the tuned frequency by only a small amount, thereby necessitating frequent resetting of the fine tuning control in order to maintain optimum picture and sound, consistent with minimum sound interference on vision.

R.F. Section

In the R.F. amplifier valve, picture and sound “noise” may come and go in a random manner when this trouble exists. This is because the very small movement of the loose electrodes causes random detuning of the R.F. circuits. The same effect may well be observed if the fault exists in one of the I.F. amplifier valves, but usually in these stages, the sensitivity of either the sound or vision channel is affected intermittently, as can be proved by tapping each valve in turn until the one responsible is brought to light.

Loose electrodes in the video amplifier valve generally cause intermittent alteration in the black and white ratio of the picture. The effect is that the picture is perfectly normal at one instant, and then suddenly the picture will be far too under-contrast, or it may suddenly become far too black and white and continue varying in this manner as the faulty valve is subjected to vibration.

Low Emission Valves

Low emission shows its effect more vividly in the timebase circuits than in the signal carrying stages. Nevertheless, low emission of the tuner valves, particularly the R.F. cascode-double-triode, will produce an excessive amount of picture grain, especially on the Band III channels, and this is likely to be accompanied by a high level background hiss on sound.

Low emission of the I.F. amplifier valves should be suspected if the sound and vision sensitivity appears to be considerably impaired. If both sound and vision are low, the I.F. valve common to both signals should be checked for emission, and replaced if necessary. If it is the vision channel which is affected, and at full contrast the picture only just locks and is very weak, the vision I.F. amplifier valves should be checked. The same applies to the sound I.F. valves if the vision is normal and the sound is weak, even at full volume. In this latter case, however, a check should also be made of the sound A.F. and output valves. An indication that the emission of an I.F. or A.F. valve is below normal is when the voltage measured between the valve cathode and chassis is below that given in the service sheet, in spite of
the correct voltages being present on the other electrodes and the cathode resistor being of correct value. This check is shown in Fig. 2.

**Confusion With Tube Fault**

When the video amplifier valve is low in emission, the effect can be very much like a worn CRT. The white parts of a picture tend to flatten out when the contrast is turned up, and in some cases the picture may even go negative. There is also the possibility that the sync pulses may become distorted, resulting in the vertical and horizontal holds becoming somewhat critical in operation.

Low emission of the line output valve is usually revealed by insufficient picture width, even at full setting of the width control or inductor. This produces a black margin down each side of the picture, and may sometimes affect the picture height as well, depending on whether the frame timebase draws power via the efficiency diode circuit. In certain cases, the left-hand side of the picture may not be affected as much as the right-hand side, and the right-hand side may be bordered by a fairly bright vertical line, producing slight foldover. The EHT voltage is also likely to be reduced, which will result in poor focusing or prevent optimum focusing from being achieved, even with the focusing lever adjusted hard against one of its stops.

Trouble of a line nature is possible when the efficiency diode (the PY81 type of valve) is low, but here the left-hand side of the picture (when viewing from the front of the screen) is mainly affected. The horizontal linearity towards the left of the picture may well be disturbed, and the half of the picture towards the left of the screen may be less bright than the remainder. Again, the frame amplitude may be below normal, and this may not be corrected by adjustment of the height control. Vertical non-linearity may also be apparent.

In the frame circuits, insufficient height will be the main symptom, but if the frame output valve is the culprit there is likely to be foldover and severe cramping at the bottom of the picture. General frame non-linearity is an accompanying effect, and this may or may not be corrected by the frame linearity control. In any event, the height control will have to be set at very near maximum in order fully to scan the screen.

**Grid Current Effects**

A valve passing grid current can cause very odd symptoms, depending on the circuit in which the valve is employed. For example, grid current in the output valve will tend to cancel out the standing bias and cause very bad distortion. Certain triode-pentode valves are prone to this trouble, especially if the heater current is above the correct value. This trouble may not exist when the set is first switched on, but may take some time to develop, and in the example given the sound would progressively become more distorted as the temperature of the valve increases.

In the frame circuits, such valve trouble causes severe non-linearity, often stretching at the top of the picture and cramping at the bottom, as the valve warms up. If the oscillator valve is faulty in this way, it may be necessary to correct the frame hold from time to time during a viewing period to prevent the picture from rolling. Progressive drift of the line hold may be apparent when the fault is in the line oscillator valve, calling for similar correction of the line hold during a viewing period.

Grid current in valves connected to the A.G.C. line can upset the A.G.C. action and even render the contrast control partially inoperative. This is because a positive potential is reflected back into the A.G.C. line, and this tends to cancel the A.G.C. bias to some degree. Valves taking grid current often operate at a temperature far in excess of normal.

**Heater-to-Cathode Leakage**

Developed across the cathode resistor of a valve which has poor heater-to-cathode insulation is an A.C. voltage which is reflected into subsequent stages. In most cases, this produces mains ripple symptoms. For example, poor heater-to-cathode insulation in the A.F. amplifier valve injects an A.C. voltage to the control grid of the output valve, and thus causes a hum on the sound.

Such trouble in the frame timebase valves, or even in the sync separator, gives the symptom of opening and cramping of the frame scan, and may also cause intermittent frame locking and picture jumping.

In the signal-carrying stages, modulation hum is likely to occur, i.e., hum will only be present either on the sound or vision (e.g., ripple on picture), when the set is receiving a signal. The hum voltage will, in fact, modulate the carrier of the sound or vision signal passing through the faulty valve.

Hum injection into the line timebase will give a horizontal displacement of the picture, often in a completely sinusoidal fashion, as shown in Fig. 3. In all normal cases, as with 50c/s ripple on the H.T. line, owing to faulty smoothing, the hum effect will be locked to the picture and therefore will not move because the frame timebase sync pulses transmitted are locked to the mains frequency.

If a dead short occurs between the heater and cathode in a valve in which the cathode is connected direct to chassis, and the set is on the A.C./D.C. type, then a section of the heater chain will be short-circuited. The effect will be that the section of the heater chain which is shorted will not light up, but the heaters of the valves of the section remaining in circuit will light up brighter than normal. This is a dangerous condition because the valves lighting up brightly are being

(Continued on page 365)
Television Receiving Licences

The following statement shows the approximate number of Television Receiving Licences in force at the end of January, 1961, in respect of television receiving stations situated within the various Postal Regions of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London Postal</td>
<td>1,829,216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Counties</td>
<td>1,138,458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midland</td>
<td>1,772,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Eastern</td>
<td>1,876,599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Western</td>
<td>1,462,964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Western</td>
<td>943,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales and Border Counties</td>
<td>672,771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total England and Wales</td>
<td>9,168,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>185,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>993,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>11,118,163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outside Broadcast Vehicles for Switzerland

Two television outside broadcast vehicles have recently been exported to Switzerland for use by the Swiss Broadcasting Corporation to the Tessin area. The vehicles were equipped by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd.

One vehicle houses the main body of the technical equipment, and the other the vision and sound mixers and the commentators. Three languages can be handled simultaneously on the sound side—German, French and Italian—and a European control panel has been incorporated.

TV Station for Dover

The BBC's new low-power television station near Swanage, which shares the site of the Air Ministry radio station on the cliff some 400ft above Dover, was brought into operation on 1st February. It replaces the temporary station which has been serving the Dover area since April 1958.

The new station is equipped with two 500W vision and two 125W sound transmitters manufactured by Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd. One set of equipment is a reserve for use in the event of a fault in the other. The power is the maximum that can be used if interference with other BBC and Continental television stations, with which Dover must share a frequency channel in Band 1, is kept to acceptable limits.

Like the temporary station, the new station will transmit on Channel 2 (vision 51.75Mc/s offset by −6.75kc/s, sound 48.25Mc/s offset by +31.5kc/s). The transmissions will be vertically polarised.

An improved directional aerial, mounted on a 35ft cantilever extension of one of the disused 350ft Air Ministry towers, gives minimum radiation towards the Continent and maximum radiation in a northerly direction, so that places like Deal, Ramsgate, Broadstairs and Margate will receive a stronger signal than they did from the temporary station.

New Method of Checking Floor Flatness

A quick and accurate method of measuring the flatness of floors has been evolved by the Taylor, Taylor and Hobson Division of Rank Precision Industries Ltd.

This new method, using the Sweep Optical Square, has been used by the Company at the BBC Television Centre at the White City to check flatness of studio floors, an essential requirement for the operation of TV cameras to prevent any shaking when they are moved.

Modern scientific progress in operating theatre and film studio equipment has resulted in a far greater demand for this type of measurement.
The Sweep Optical Square provides a flat plane which is independent of gravity and is adjusted to pass through three known height points on the surface being checked. A travelling target enables the height of all other parts of the surface to be measured relative to this plane. The instrument is used in conjunction with the ‘Micro’ Alignment Telescope which is widely employed in industry to check alignment and squareness.

The reference plane is obtained by mounting a pentagonal prism beneath the telescope and rotating it about an axis concentric with that of the telescope. This provides a reference plane true to within 1 second of arc in angle, plus 0.0005 in. displacement. An optical micrometer is built into the prism box for the purpose of measuring errors of flatness to the reference plane. Readings are taken in units of 0.001 in. with a total measuring range ± 0.05 in.

Equipment on Exhibition Train

The exhibition train which completed a 36-day tour of the West Country advertising Westward Television’s new commercial service — which begins transmission on April 29th— contained a fully operational TV studio equipped by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. During its tour the train visited 23 towns in the programme contractor’s area. The tour opened on February 13th after the train had been on view at Olympia Station, London, for two days.

Marconi’s supplied the television cameras and telecine equipment for the train.

Marconi’s also provided five Mark IV television cameras, a vidicon camera and associated equipment for the control rooms of Westward Television’s new studios at Plymouth.

One To Do the Job of Many

The Grange Estate at Letchworth, Hertfordshire, will in future have no more aerials for television fitted above its many roofs. After experimenting in one part of the estate with a “master” aerial system, the Council have found that such a system provides for excellent viewing and also rids the roof tops of an unsightly forest of individual aerials. The new “master” system will cost each household just ninepence per week.

Trade Test Transmissions

The Independent Television Authority announces that full-power trade test transmissions began from its Caradon Hill transmitter, near Liskeard in Cornwall, on 1st February 1961. The transmissions consist primarily of Test Card “C” and begin at 10.00 a.m. daily except on Sundays.

The transmitter radiates in Channel 12 and the signal is vertically polarised. The actual carrier frequencies are vision 20974325 Mc/s, sound 206223 Mc/s.

The station is equipped with a pair of vision transmitters each having a maximum power output of 5 kW (peak white) and a pair of sound transmitters each having a maximum power output of 1.25 kW (carrier).

The station has an effective radiated power (vision) of 200 kW to the South-West, 25 kW to the South and South-East and 10 kW to the North-West and North-East.

Caradon Hill is some 10 miles north-west of Liskeard and the station is 1,215 ft above sea level. The Caradon Hill station, together with its sister station at Stockland Hill, near Axminster in Devonshire, radiates the programmes provided to the ITA by Westward Television Ltd., whose studios are in Plymouth.

It is hoped that programme transmissions will begin about the end of April.
THE Decca DM45 is a 17in. receiver with VHF radio and the DM55 is the 21in. version of it. These notes may be used in conjunction with the DM35 (17in.) and DM56 (21in.) models, but as these have no VHF radio the circuit differs inasmuch that V14 is not fitted, and the associated circuitry as well as the TV/VHF switching is omitted.

Cleaning Screen
Place the receiver on its side and remove the curved wooden strip and rubber packing strip. The viewing window may then be slid through the slot at the bottom of the cabinet. When replacing, ensure the packing strips are in position at the top as well as at the bottom of the window. The window and tube face are best cleaned with an anti-static polish, but ordinary window cleaner may be used if desired.

Chassis Removal
Remove the rear cover by slackening the screws and sliding them inwards. Pull off the top control knobs. There are two screws in the control panel which must be removed. A further two screws secure the lower flange of the chassis. When these are removed the chassis may be swung outwards and upwards on its hinges. It may be removed completely by disconnecting the tube base socket, EHT clip. loudspeaker and scanning coils plugs. The chassis is then lifted from its top hinges.

Fault Conditions
The symptoms of no vision, no sound, should first direct attention to the fuse which, if blown, will cut off the supply to the valve heaters and surge limiting sections of the mains dropper. If the fuse has failed, fit another and carefully note the valve heaters. If, after a few seconds, the PY82 valve heaters light up brightly, immediately switch off and remove the PY83 valve from the line output section. This may well have a heater-cathode short. Have the valve tested for heater-cathode insulation or, better still, try another valve. If the valve
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Fig. 1.—The line output and oscillator circuits.

By L. Lawry-Johns
heaters now warm up normally, closely observe the PY83 valve, which may overheat (at this stage ignore the PL81). If the PY83 anode becomes overheated, switch off and test C115, which may be a 175pF or 155pF capacitor rated at 10kV. This may be found shorted, and its replacement should cure the particular fault outlined above. There are, however, some variations on this theme which can be confusing. The capacitor C115 may or may not be respon-
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**Fig. 2.—The frame output and oscillator stages**

---

**Fig. 3.—Final common I.F. stage, vision detector and vision output circuits. (Resistors R28, R29—3.9k and 2.2k respectively—are connected in series from pin 8 of V6A to chassis, the junction of the two being a test point).**
## PRACTICAL TELEVISION

### VOLTAGETABLE

**April, 1961**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALVE</th>
<th>ANODE (V)</th>
<th>SCREEN (V)</th>
<th>CATHODE (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pin No.</td>
<td>TV VHF</td>
<td>Pin No. TV VHF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>145 195</td>
<td>8 150 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>8 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0/140</td>
<td>1 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>9 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>8 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V10</td>
<td>TC</td>
<td>No test</td>
<td>8 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>TC No test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V12</td>
<td></td>
<td>CRT Anode 14.5 to 16.5kV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>75 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>170 220</td>
<td>7 170 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>9 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 210 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 210 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOOST VOLTAGE:** JUNCTION C116/R56 620

* Varies with setting of limiter. Contrast and R.F. gain set to maximum, minimum signal input to lock timebases; all other controls set for normal picture. Readings taken with 20kV meter except EHT.

---

Possible for a heater-cathode short in the PY83, but it is quite likely that such a condition could cause the preceding valves, PL81 and both PY82 to fail, or also develop heater-cathode shorts, fortunately not all at once (although the writer has known this), but any one of them. Therefore it is prudent to proceed with caution when tackling a fault of this nature. An added complication occurs when the mains dropper fails (R107-R108). This can fail without a valve fault causing it, but the above-mentioned condition may "blow" it owing to excess current flow. Therefore, if the fuse has blown, but a replacement fails to produce any results, check the continuity of the R107-R108 sections of the mains dropper before proceeding to check the heater chain. It should be noted that the thermistor T.H.I. (VA1015) may be fitted between the PY82 valve heaters and not as shown in the diagram.

**No picture—sound in order**

Advance the brilliance. If there is no illumination on the screen, listen for the line timebase whistle. If this cannot be heard check the PL81 and PY83 valves in the line timebase section. The PL81 may

---
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well be at fault and a replacement will restore normal conditions, but the fact that it is overheated is not necessarily an indication that it is defective. A faulty ECC82 (V9) will cause the PL81 to overheat owing to lack of of line drive. In every case, replacement is the best possible test.

If the line whistle is audible, check for spark or glow at the EY86 top cap. Although the top cap may be covered, bringing a screwdriver blade into contact with the cover will cause a visible blue glow if the EHT is applied. If this is present, but the EY86 does not light, replace it as it probably has an o.c. heater.

**No picture, but uncontrollable brilliance**

If the screen is fully illuminated and the brilliance control has no effect, check C79, the 0.047µF frame flyback capacitor at the top of the chassis reverse side which may well be shorted, thus causing the CRT grid to be held at H.T. potential. A defect in the tube could cause similar symptoms, and a meter check should be made if there is any doubt, noting the voltage at pin 6, which should vary with the setting of the brilliance control. If the reading does not vary at pin 6 but remains high, short pins 1 and 8 (heater) and remove the base socket. If the reading now follows the variation of the control, the tube is at fault. If it remains at about H.T. potential, C79 is most likely to be at fault, but C68 (0.5µF) must be checked also, as this also connects to the H.T. line.

(To be continued)

---

**507ft TOWER FOR LONDON**

For some time now the Post Office has been faced with the risk of obstruction to television links and public telephone services from the high buildings already built in London.

These services are going to depend more and more on microwave radio links, which require a clear line of sight from point to point, and high buildings on this line can break the link. To overcome the problem the Post Office plans to build a 507ft tower at the Museum exchange in Howland Street, London, W.1, to replace the radio mast on the existing building. At Museum exchange is located the switching centre for the interconnection of outlets from London to the existing national radio and television network in the London area and the BBC and ITA transmitters and from numerous television studios in the London area. It is also the London focal point for microwave radio links over which more and more trunk telephone traffic is being carried instead of by underground cables.

**TELEVISION IN SOUTH-WEST ENGLAND**

The Independent Television Authority announces that programme transmissions in South-West England are planned to commence on April 29th, 1961.

Independent Television programmes will be provided by Westward Television Limited, whose studios are at Derry's Cross, Plymouth, and will be broadcast from the Authority’s transmitters at Caradon Hill in Cornwall and Stockland Hill in Devon. These two stations will cover a population of over 1½ million living in Devon, Cornwall, and parts of Dorset and Somerset.
Using Tuner Units

COUPLING MULTI-CHANNEL TUNERS TO SINGLE-CHANNEL RECEIVERS

Now that at least two new commercial television transmitters are about to go on the air (in Devon and Cornwall), many viewers will be considering the possibility of connecting multi-channel tuners to their existing Band I-only receivers. Such tuners are often obtained through advertisements in the technical press, and most experimenters realise that the output of the tuner must match the I.F. of the receiver. However, the relationship between the sound and vision I.F.s sometimes causes a little bewilderment, because some sets have a sound I.F. "above" the vision I.F., while other sets have a sound I.F. "below" the vision I.F.

Most of the five-channel Band I-only sets have sound above the vision, which means that the receiver's local oscillator is adjusted to work above the signal-frequency, while the converse follows with the earlier single-channel sets, in which the local oscillator is adjusted to work below the signal-frequency. Even though the I.F.s may be correct, therefore, it is essential to ensure that the tuner's sound and vision relationship corresponds to the receiver, for it is no simple matter to modify a tuner to change round the I.F.s.

Most experimenters are also conversant with H.T. and L.T. connections on the tuner, and previous articles have dealt with this matter in some detail. There is still much debate, however, concerning the best method of injecting the signals from the tuner into the receiver's I.F. stages.

I.F. Injection

Basically, the exercise is a very simple one. On the one hand we have a superhet television receiver with the original R.F. and frequency changer stages disconnected, and on the other hand a multi-channel tuner producing signals which are acceptable by the receiver's I.F. stages. How can these signals be connected to the set with the least amount of disturbance?

A simple arrangement is to connect the tuner signals to the cathode of the receiver's common I.F. amplifying valve, as shown in Fig. 1. There should be no alteration to the screen and anode circuits, but the cathode bypass capacitor should be disconnected and possibly the value of the cathode resistor altered. In effect, the stage is changed into an earthed grid amplifier, and this is accomplished by disconnecting all the original components from the control grid circuit and then connecting the grid to chassis, as the diagram shows.

The input impedance at the cathode is almost equal to the reciprocal of the valve's mutual conductance (e.g. Zin=1/gm). The mutual conductance of such a valve is in the region of 7.5mA/volt, which means that the cathode input resistance would be around 130Ω. This in parallel with the cathode resistor, say, 160Ω, looks something like 70Ω to the tuner signal output coaxial, which itself is about 70/75Ω. Thus, a good impedence match is secured with very little trouble.

I.F. Injection at Band III only

If the tuner is of the type which converts the Band III-only signals to intermediate-frequency signals, and the set is expected to work normally on Band I, some form of switching is essential since...
the converter or tuner cannot remain connected when receiving Band I signals. There are certain Ferguson tuners available under this category on the surplus market, so it will be instructive to consider the fitting of this type to an ordinary receiver, or receiver other than a Ferguson model.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.—(a) A method of injecting the signals from multi-channel Tuners.**

**(b) For additional gain, the tuner signals can be coupled via a step-up matching transformer, winding details of which are given in the text.**

The signal, again, may be injected at the cathode of the common I.F. amplifying valve, but for Band III reception a switch must be incorporated to do four things: To switch H.T. to the tuner; to switch off the Band I local oscillator; to switch a capacitor between the control grid of the common I.F. stage and chassis; to switch a capacitor between the cathode circuit and the tuner output lead. When the switch is in the "Band I" position, then it will switch off the H.T. to the tuner; switch on the Band I local oscillator; switch out the capacitor in the grid circuit; switch the coupling capacitor across the cathode resistor.

The idea is shown in Fig. 2. The various leads should be as short as possible, and this applies in particular to those in the signal carrying circuits.

It is often possible to use the existing mixer section of the Band I frequency changer valve as an I.F. amplifier on Band III, and inject the tuner signals into the cathode circuit as before. The arrangement in Fig. 2 is suitable for this, but only three switch sections will be required, as the control grid circuit need not have a capacitor switched between it and chassis. This is because the grid circuit of this valve will be loaded with a Band I tuned circuit, and for I.F. signals this can in any case be considered as a short-circuit.

**Tuners covering Bands I and III**

With the ordinary multi-channel tuner, such as the turret or incremental type, complicated switching is not necessary. The original R.F. and frequency changer stages can be removed from the set and the tuner signals injected at the grid of the common I.F. amplifying valve, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The anode, screen and cathode circuits should not be altered, but all the components should be disconnected from the control grid circuit, and this grid loaded to chassis by a 1000Ω resistor. This represents a reasonable match to the tuner output impedance, as does the cathode circuit of an earthed grid stage.

A useful increase in gain is possible by coupling the tuner signals to the common I.F. stage through a matching transformer, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The transformer should be wound on a standard 4 in. former, preferably with a screening can, and the grid winding should comprise 50 turns of 36 s.w.g. enamelled covered wire for I.F.s between 9 and 15Mc/s, 40 turns for I.F.s between 15 and 20Mc/s and 15 turns for I.F.s between 34 and 40Mc/s. The coupling coil should consist of two or three turns of larger-diameter PVC-covered wire wound round the earthy end of the grid winding. The coil former should contain an adjustable dust-iron slug, which should be tuned for optimum sound and vision.

A signal step-up of some 10 times (20dB) is possible by this method, and this is very useful where extra gain is required in fringe areas.

**Additional Gain**

A further increase in gain is possible by retaining the existing frequency changer or mixer valve and altering the wiring of this so that the stage corresponds to a common I.F. amplifier. This is easily possible in those receivers using a pentode frequency changer or pentode mixer. The oscillator in the receiver should be completely disconnected and the associated coil and components removed from the chassis. The valve's cathode circuit can remain as in the original design and so, in most cases, can the anode circuit. The screen grid should be connected via a 1k resistor to the H.T. line and decoupled by an 0-001μF capacitor.

The tuner signals can then be coupled in at the control grid, across a 1000Ω resistor, as in Fig. 3(a) or, if even greater gain is required, via a step-up transformer, as in Fig. 3(b).

In receivers which use a triode as the mixer and a triode as the oscillator, the oscillator triode should be completely disconnected and the associated components removed from the chassis, and the tuner signals should be injected at the cathode, as shown in Fig. 1.

In most cases it is desirable to use the existing mixer valve for signal injection, as this procedure facilitates the control of contrast, and avoids excessive alteration to the contrast control circuits.
Flywheel Synchronisation

Part I

EFFECTS OF NOISE

By R. Talks

The whole aim of synchronisation is to control the receiver timebase so that the picture appears in the correct place on the raster in every line. The transmitter provides sync pulses accurately placed relative to the picture information. In practice, these sync pulses control the moment at which receiver flyback starts. Flyback should start at the same moment relative to the sync pulse in every line, for changes in the moment of triggering produce changes in the position of the picture on the raster. Small changes from line to line produce the well-known "raggedness" of vertical edges in the picture. To obtain some idea of the magnitudes involved, we can say that 1 usec displacement of picture information along a line represents roughly 4 mm (0.16 in.) shift on a 17 in. tube. This order of raggedness is intolerable. Generally some four to eight times less is necessary.

With direct sync, the leading edge of each sync pulse triggers flyback. We simply require that all sync pulses shall be identical. Two things prevent this being achieved—noise and interference. Noise is fundamental and is always superimposed on the signal. It is only of importance, however, when the signal level is low and noise and signal become of comparable magnitude. Noise adds a random fluctuation to the signal. Fig. 1a shows a sync pulse without noise and Fig. 1b shows a typical pulse when noise is present. The vital point is the random nature of the noise and no two pulses are alike; thus the moment at which the signal passes the triggering level varies in a random manner. Fig. 1c shows a magnified view of 1b close to the triggering level. The effect of noise is kept down considerably by reducing the bandwidth of the sync separator. In British receivers it is of the order of 0.5 Mc/s or even less. Even so, there must be a signal level at which noise produces excessive raggedness. Roughly speaking, this is 100 µV/m for Band I.

Modulation Systems

There are several kinds of interference to consider. From the sync point of view the British 405 line system with its positive modulation is fairly immune to impulse interference. Very strong spurious sync signals are impossible, for the interference can do no more than cancel the carrier. In practice, too, any below-black spurious signals are impossible, for it is inconceivable that impulse interference (car ignition, hair-dryers, etc.) can give rise to an R.F. carrier almost equal in amplitude to that of the television signal—accurately equal in frequency but antiphased. The worst effect of impulse interference is to lose a sync pulse.

Just the existence of interference during the sync period does this. A heavy burst outside the sync period can also cause a sync pulse to be lost by producing blocking in a poorly designed I.F. chain.

![Fig. 1a.—Waveform of a typical sync pulse. Fig. 1b.—A sync pulse degraded by noise. Fig. 1c.—A magnified version of Fig. 1b close to the triggering level.](image)

When a sync pulse is absent, the timebase reverts to its free-running frequency and may take several lines to pull into sync again. This produces a band across the picture of something worse than mere raggedness—in fact, a completely unintelligible strip. Negative modulation systems, such as the Continental 625 line system put forward as a candidate for the VHF Bands IV and V in this country, are in very serious difficulties. Any interference worthy of the name provides very strong sync pulses. These can trigger flyback at almost any point of the forward stroke. Although Continental receivers seem to bristle with "anti-interference" devices, the use of a flywheel is universal in all of them.

The only other form of interference we shall consider is that due to reflections, especially from moving objects such as aircraft. The longer path travelled by the reflected signal produces two effects. First, the picture and sync information are delayed with respect to the direct signal (modulation delay). A path difference of 300 m represents 1 µsec time delay. Secondly, the R.F. carrier of the reflected signal has a phase difference with respect to that of the direct signal. At 50 Mc/s, 3 m path difference—a half wavelength—gives phase reversal; at 200 Mc/s, 75 cm gives phase reversal. So it is obvious that the R.F. carriers can be in antiphase.

![Fig. 2.—Block diagram of a flywheel timebase.](image)
whilst the modulation delay is very small. Under these circumstances the resultant signal strength falls; in fact it disappears if direct and reflected signals are of equal strength. Similarly, in-phase carriers increase the signal strength. On the other hand, it is easy to obtain large path differences where the modulation delay is considerable. For instance, an aircraft one mile high overhead must give a path difference in excess of one mile and a time delay of at least 5.3 usec. With such a large path difference, a small movement of the aircraft will cause the relative carrier phase to reverse and at quite ordinary speeds it can make the path difference change by a few wavelengths within a frame period. This gives rapid fading which the AGC cannot follow and the effect is by no means confined to fringe areas—readers who live under a runway approach path to an airport know this very well!

![Diagram of waveforms in a discriminator.](image)

**Fig. 3 (above).—Operating waveforms in a discriminator.**

**Fig. 4 (below).—The output voltage of the discriminator is zero only when the sync pulses are centred on O; at all other positions VR1 and VR2 are not equal. The discriminator circuit is thus a source of a phase-dependent voltage which is suitable for control of the timebase oscillator.**

Another source of rapid fading occurs where the direct signal is weak, as, say, when the receiving aerial is in the shadow of hills. The reflected signal here can exceed the “direct” (a signal diffracted over the hills) in strength, but it is very variable owing to changes in position of the aircraft, which is acting something like a mirror.

**Fading**

We can now see some of the effects on sync caused by reflected signals. Let us first consider the fading aspect. The receiver gain and sync separator bias will have been set by the signal during the preceding few frames. Now the detector output is fixed by the amplitude of the carrier applied to it and this output is directly coupled to the video stage. Any fall in signal level beyond a certain point will therefore be indistinguishable from a sync signal. Similarly, a rise in signal strength can prevent the output falling to the critical level at all, except where the two sync pulses overlap. In this case, the sync separator only works on receipt of the reflected signal’s sync pulse and the timebase can lock to the delayed signal. Later it may revert to sync on the direct signal giving the well-known horizontal jumping of the picture.

As regards modulation delay, this causes overlapping of picture signals into the front porch or into the sync pulse itself. The effective position of the sync pulse leading edge is therefore variable and with more than 10 usec delay the sync pulse can be completely obscured. Also with carriers in antiphase, the two signals can cancel near a transition, giving a spurious sync pulse. This is also the cause of “negative” pictures, often seen during aircraft flutter. All of these remarks refer to positive modulation, but there is no fundamental difference with negative modulation.

**Summary of Requirements**

To summarise the properties required of a flywheel timebase we can say that it should not be affected by noise superimposed on the sync pulses; it should not be affected by the absence of a few sync pulses; it should not be affected by a few spurious sync pulses nor by a few misshaped ones. Obviously, no device can withstand the continued absence of correct sync signals, but even with heavy interference the timebase should settle down again quickly once the sync disturbance is over. In other words, the out-of-sync behaviour and the change to the synchronised condition are important aspects of performance.

**Flywheel Sync**

The whole point of flywheel sync is that the timebase is not affected much by a single sync pulse. (The name is derived from the analogy of a heavy flywheel kept rotating by a gentle knock once per revolution. A few knocks missing or out of place will have very little effect on the rev/min.) It is only the average effect of several sync pulses that controls the timebase. Thus a few pulses missing, etc., are hardly noticed, and noise, being a random phenomenon, tends to have its effect cancelled out. The exact effect of interference depends upon the circuit used and each circuit must be studied individually in this respect.

Fig. 2 shows the basic arrangement of a flywheel timebase in block diagram form. Since the whole aim is to control the position of the picture on the raster, we must have some electrical device which examines the picture position. Putting this in other words, we must compare the relative phase of sync pulse and timebase. This is done in the phase discriminator, whose job it is to deliver a voltage which is dependent upon this relative phase. A line flyback pulse is normally used for comparison, derived either from the oscillator or the output stage. The discriminator output is in pulse
form and has to be filtered to produce a steady voltage. The filter is basically a simple R/C filter, but it is an important part of the flywheel. The time constant of this filter determines, in effect, the number of sync pulses which are averaged and so determines very largely the performance of the flywheel. The filtered output of the discriminator is used to control the line oscillator. This must be a circuit whose frequency can be varied easily by means of one of its supply voltages. A sine-wave oscillator with reactance valve is most common, but a multivibrator has been used. The oscillator must also have a manual frequency control which is the "line-hold control". The grid drive waveform for the line output valve must also be obtained from the oscillator.

An Idealised Discriminator

From the above, we see that the discriminator is the heart of a flywheel. It is much easier to understand the behaviour of a flywheel if we take a "concrete" example. So we first describe the action of an idealised discriminator—its practical form will appear later.

The timebase waveform at A (Fig. 3) has sync pulses added to it via phase-splitting transformer T. The pulse outputs shown at C and D are now peak rectified. From Fig. 4, we see that these rectified voltages are only equal when the sync pulses are centred on O, or outside the region MON. At all other positions (P for example), VR1 and VR2 are not equal. So when they are subtracted (as in, say, the circuit of Fig. 5) there is some resultant voltage, and it changes sign as the phase of the sync pulses passes through point O.

This, then, is our phase dependent voltage required for control of the oscillator. In practice, the capacitors C form the flywheel filter, too. The current through each diode is limited by the source impedance of the circuits supplying A and B Fig. 3. Also the conduction period of the diodes is limited to the duration of the sync pulse. Consequently, each capacitor C takes several cycles to charge up and so performs the averaging required.

In-sync Behaviour

As long as the timebase remains synchronised, then movement of the line hold control does not change the oscillator frequency. This sounds obvious, but it is vital to appreciate the point. The control voltage changes and exactly compensates for the line hold control movement. The control voltage change can only be brought about by the timebase phase changing relative to the sync pulses which in turn makes the discriminator output change. The visible result is that the picture moves across the tube face. A limit is set to this process when some part of the circuit reaches the "end" of its characteristic—usually the discriminator reaches a condition where it can give no further change of control voltage in the required direction. This happens at, say, M in Fig. 4. Any further movement of sync pulses to the left produces zero output—a change in the wrong direction to maintain sync. Thus the oscillator falls out of sync, and we have reached one end of the "hold range".

The above remarks imply that the discriminator and reactance valve characteristics must be suitably matched. For suppose the line hold control is moved in the direction that would give, in absence of sync pulses, a higher oscillator frequency. Now the control voltage cannot change instantaneously, so the oscillator frequency does in fact rise initially. Thus the timebase waveform begins to move to the left with respect to the sync pulses. Therefore, VR1 begins to rise and VR2 to fall. The resulting change in control voltage must reduce the oscillator frequency again and so restore the oscillator to its original synchronised frequency. If the reverse were to apply, the oscillator frequency would rise still further and fall out of sync. In fact, such a system has no stable sync condition—but it can provide a half-hour of good tax-free entertainment.

Pull-In Behaviour

In what follows, it is essential to keep three things in mind:

1—Once the line hold control has been set at some point, then the oscillator frequency is entirely controlled by the control voltage.

2—We shall consider the discriminator and filter to be separate for convenience. The peak rectifiers are assumed to change output instantaneously. Their output (the discriminator output) depends only upon the relative phase of sync and timebase.

3—When out of sync, the direction and rate of movement of sync pulses with respect to timebase are fixed entirely by the frequency difference between them. Timebase fast gives sync pulses moving to the right relative to the timebase waveform.

When the timebase is out of sync, then successive sync pulses fall at different parts of the timebase waveform. Eventually one must fall at a point which gives the correct polarity control voltage to bring the oscillator frequency closer to that of the sync pulses. However, the flywheel filter is essentially

---

**Fig. 5 (left).—When the voltages developed in the discriminator—VR1 and VR2—are subtracted, there is some resultant voltage which changes sign as the phase of the sync pulse rises through point O in Fig. 4.**

**Fig. 6 (above).—The "hold range" with six successive sync pulses marked; here "pull-in" is not achieved.**
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an R/C filter and the control voltage does not change appreciably owing to the one sync pulse. What change there is, however, is in the the right direction. What happens now depends upon the frequency difference between the sync pulses and the free-running timebase. If this difference is large, then the following sync pulse falls in a position that gives the wrong polarity control voltage or, at least, no increase of correct polarity, and sync is not achieved. When the initial frequency difference is smaller, however, several succeeding pulses can occur in the appropriate region of the timebase waveform. In this respect they are self-aiding, for the resultant control voltage changes the oscillator frequency in the right direction to reduce the frequency difference. Hence the pulses tend to “dwell” in the correct region but hurry through the incorrect one. It must be realised that, even if the timebase is not pulled into sync the oscillator frequency is being varied by the control voltage. At a sufficiently small frequency difference, the pulses dwell for enough cycles to let the control voltage build up sufficiently to bring the oscillator frequency to that of the sync pulses. The oscillator has now become-synchronised and we are at one end of the “pull-in range”.

Fig. 7.—A case where “pull-in” does occur—The frequency difference is less and each successive sync pulse brings the timebase frequency nearer and nearer to the correct value.

Performance Figures

Pull-in range and hold range are quoted in c/s and measured as follows. The line hold control is set to one end of the range in question. The sync pulses are now removed either by shorting or removal of the signal and the frequency of the now free-running timebase is measured. This is repeated at the other end of the range. The difference of the two measured frequencies is the required figure.

The pull-in range is directly connected with the number of sync pulses averaged by the flywheel. The larger the time constant of the filter the more slowly does the control voltage build up. This means that more pulses are required to build up the correct voltage. The oscillator frequency must therefore be brought nearer to that of the sync pulses before pull-in occurs. That is to say, the pull-in range is smaller. The normal sort of figure for pull-in range in British receivers is around 250c/s. This is always less than the hold range because pull-in can never occur at M or N (Fig. 4), for the oscillator at the end of its hold range can only be kept in sync by pulses falling continuously at, say, M. Once out of sync, the oscillator can only be pulled in by the process described above. Now, no matter how many pulses occur between O and M, they can never give an output from the filter equal to that due to continuous occurrence at M. So even if a pulse actually reaches M, the output corresponds to some lower portion which is not enough to keep the oscillator at sync frequency.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the process of pulling in. For the sake of convenience, the sync pulses are shown as lines only. Again we assume that the timebase frequency starts off higher than sync frequency. Fig. 6 shows the case where pull-in is not achieved. The sync pulses appear to move to the right. Pulses 1 and 2 produce no output and so have no effect on frequency. Pulse 3 gives output which increases frequency and gives a wider gap between 3 and 4 than that between 1–2 and 2–3. Pulses 4 and 5 do reduce the frequency again but not sufficiently to pull-in, and 6 is again at a zero output position.

Fig. 7 shows a case where pull-in does occur. Again pulses before M have no effect, and those between M and O increase frequency, so “hurrying” through this region. Eventually though, pulses fall between O and N. (They are closer now owing to the lower frequency difference.) Now each pulse lowers the frequency, making successive pulses come closer together. But, each successive pulse gives a bigger and better output, so lowering the frequency more and more. This in turn makes the pulses crowd together more and more closely, which gives the filter output more time to build up. So we reach a position, P, where the output is just right to keep the sync pulses permanently in that position—which is only another way of saying that the timebase is now synchronised.

(To be continued)

VALVE FAULTS

(Continued from page 351)

overrun, and if left operating in this condition will quickly be ruined.

The effect is illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, a heater-to-cathode short exists in V12 which, in this case, shorts out valves V1 to V11. Thus, valves V12 (which is the faulty one) to V15 will have a higher voltage across them than is normal. If short occurred across the other side of V12's heater, then that valve's heater would also not be lit. It follows, therefore, that the valve which should first be suspected is either the first one in the heater chain which is alight or the last one in the chain which is not alight.

Interface Resistance

Certain valves which are operated with very small mean cathode currents sometimes develop an interface resistance between the cathode material and its support. This tends to form a degenerative resistance in series with the cathode, thereby lowering the valve's mutual conductance. This happens in particular in the A.G.C. amplifier valve (EF80) used in the Ferguson Model 203T receivers, and the effect is failure of operation of the manual contrast control. The valve should be changed with one of similar type in another part of the set, for when it is put in a position where it can handle a greater current, the fault will clear and the valve will operate normally. In order to retard the effect in the substituted valve, a 2700Ω W resistor should be connected across the heater tags of the A.G.C. amplifier's valve holder.
New Frame Output Valve
MORE POWER FOR BEAM DEFLECTION

(Extract from "Mullard Outlook"—February, 1961 issue)

The screen size of television picture tubes has steadily increased from the early 9in. tube to the present day 21in. tube, and the angle through which the electron beam has to be deflected has increased from 65° to 110°. The power required to deflect the beam has therefore increased and new valves have had to be developed to meet these requirements; the latest of these embody the frame grid principle (see the January 1960 issue). The Mullard PCL85, a triode-pentode, has been specially developed for use in the frame timebases of television receivers using 110° deflection picture tubes.

Pentode Section

The pentode section of the PCL85 is designed as a frame output valve. An important requirement of such a valve is that it should provide a high peak anode current at a low anode voltage. With an anode voltage of 50 and a screen grid voltage of 170 the anode current of the PCL85 is 200mA. Under similar conditions the PCL82, the previously recommended valve for frame timebases, has an anode current of 135mA. The increase in anode current means that more unwanted heat is developed at the anode and the new valve has therefore been designed for an anode dissipation of 7W. The screen grid dissipation can also limit the peak anode current available from the frame output valve because, as the drive is increased, the screen grid current rises. A resistor is usually incorporated in the screen grid circuit to limit the dissipation, but this resistor produces a drop in the screen grid potential and so limits the peak anode current. To avoid this the screen grid of the PCL85 is optically aligned so that the wires of the screen grid are in the shadow of the control grid wires when viewed from the cathode. This reduces the screen grid current considerably and hence the dissipation. To illustrate this, in the PCL85 the anode current above the knee is 15 times the screen grid current whereas in the PCL82 the corresponding anode current is only 4·5 times the screen grid current. The new construction allows the valve to be used without a limiting resistor up to a screen grid potential of 230V before the dissipation exceeds the limit of 2W.

Triode Section

The triode section of the valve has been designed for use as a blocking oscillator or as a feedback amplifier. The first application requires a valve with a medium value of amplification factor, m, a high value of mutual conductance, gm, and a high anode current in the positive grid voltage region. The second application requires a moderately high value of m. The triode section of the PCL85 has therefore been designed to have an amplification factor of 50, a mutual conductance of 5·5mA/V and an anode current of 10mA with zero grid voltage and an anode voltage of 100V. The triode section is shorter than the pentode section and is supported by a "balcony mica". The shorter structure is more rigid than one having the length of the pentode section, and the valve is less likely to suffer from microphony and fluctuations resulting from cathode distortion.

Heater Voltage

It is important that the heater voltage of any new television valve for use in 300mA heater chains

---

Fig. 1.—Typical frame timebase circuit with PCL85 valve
should be kept as low as possible since these chains are nearly full already. The heater power of the pentode section has had to be increased to approximately 30 per cent above that of the PCL82 to cater for the increased anode current, but the shorter triode structure has enabled the heater power of that section to be decreased. This has resulted in a heater voltage of 18V, which is only 2V above that of the PCL82.

Applications
The circuit of a frame timebase is shown in Fig. 1 as an example of an application of the PCL85. The frame oscillator is a cathode-coupled multivibrator made up of the triode section of the PCL85 and a triode section of an ECC82. The oscillator frequency can be adjusted by the variable resistor in the grid circuit of the PCL85 triode section. The output is taken from the anode of this section and fed into the grid circuit of the frame output valve, the pentode section of the PCL85. A Blumlein negative feedback network is used to ensure linearity of the output waveform.

TRADE TESTS FROM THE STOCKLAND HILL TRANSMITTER

The Independent Television Authority announced that trade test transmissions commenced from its Stockland Hill transmitter on March 1st, 1961. Initially the radiated power was very slightly less than the full-power condition, but full-power was reached by about mid-March.

Stockland Hill is 43 miles North-West of Axminster and it will serve Devonshire and parts of Dorset and Somerset.

Initially trade tests, consisting largely of Test Card C, are broadcast from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, except on Sundays. Towards the end of March it may be possible to extend the hours of transmission.

The station is broadcasting on channel 9 and the signal is vertically polarised. The transmitting aerial has directional characteristics and it radiates its maximum power of 100kW to the North-West and South-West.

The power to the South-East will be 20kW and to the North-East 10kW.

ANOTHER STUDIO IN SERVICE

The second of the large studios (Studio 4) is now in operation at the new BBC London Television Centre which was opened in June last year. Two further studios will be brought into service at the Centre later this year, and three more already contemplated are to be equipped in a later stage.

Studio 4 will be used chiefly for light entertainment, music and children’s programmes. It is 44ft high and has a floor area of 8,000sq.ft—the same as Studio 3 which is already in service. It is equipped with cameras manufactured by E.M.I. Electronics Ltd which like those of Studio 3 manufactured by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., are fitted with the English Electric 4-in. Image Orthicon tube. This tube has its high sensitivity, good stability and improved signal-to-noise ratio gives pictures of a very high standard. Studio 4 is provided with four camera channels and two further cameras can be added from a central apparatus pool if required. The cameras are fitted with turret-mounted fixed focus lenses giving viewing angles of 9°, 16°, 24° and 35°, supplemented by zoom lenses which have been newly developed for studio use. These latter enable a wide range of camera shots, continuously variable from close-ups to long shots to be obtained with a single camera without the need to switch from one camera to another while lens turrets are rotated, as is necessary with fixed focus lenses. Camera movements include cranes, motor-driven dollies and pedestals.

The Control Room Suite, containing the vision, lighting and sound control positions and also the main control desk—from which the producer directs the camemen, sound crew and artists—looks over the whole studio through double glazed plate glass windows at first-floor-level. The sound control desk provides control of forty-three sound sources of which up to five may be external to the Television Centre.

The extensive studio lighting system is of the most modern type specially designed for television. It includes some 330 illuminators which can be raised and lowered by electric hoists. The comprehensive control system operated from the console in the Control Room Suite enables the illuminators to be switched on or dimmed singly or in groups. The console embodies 20 memory combinations by means of which the lighting supervisor can make the majority of lighting changes during transmission at the touch of a single control. A mimic diagram suspended above the console shows the state of dim of every lighting control channel. The total lighting power consumption is 200kW.

Studio 4, like Studio 3, has been designed so as to provide for the introduction of colour television later.
The cabinet to house the completed set is constructed in as simple a manner as possible without the use of complicated cabinet joints, and provided some care is taken, will amply repay all the effort expended.

The whole case is covered in wood-grained plastic sheet, such as Formica or Perstorp, in contrasting colour. The original is finished in walnut, with the panels and the frame over the tube face in birds-eye maple.

Preparing Sections

Half-inch ply-wood is used for the body. Cut out the bottom, sides, front and two top pieces as shown in Figs. 1, 2, 7 and 4 respectively, taking care to plane edges square and true. The two sides should be nailed together temporarily and planed to size all round; this will ensure accuracy. The ends of the tops and bottom are rebated 3/16 in. x 3/16 in. deep. Drill and countersink holes to take 1/4 in. x No. 6 countersunk wood screws. Cut out the large inspection hole in the bottom.

Assembling

Screw up the carcase without gluing, which will then allow for any adjustments to be made for squareness.

Fit the sides to the base. It is advisable to drill 3/16 in. holes to assist the screws to enter the edge of the ply. Now offer on the top pieces and bevel the meeting edges to fit. A strip of wood suitably

BUILDING A CABINET FOR THE OLYMPIC

By R. Edwards
shaped is glued and screwed to the underside of this joint to strengthen it. A bar, shaped as shown in Fig. 7, is mortised each end into the sides to divide the front panel.

**Front Panels**

Cut the two front panels from \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. ply and plane to a neat fit. This will ensure that the carcase is true and square when finally put together. If all proves satisfactory, gluing can now begin. Glue and pin a \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. square fillet \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. from the front edge to take the panels and \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. from back to hold the peg-board.

The removable shield over the face of the tube is constructed from wood \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. thick, shaped as shown in Fig. 5 and joined together with rebated corners, pinned and glued.

**Tube Support Frame**

Mark out the front panel and cut a hole for the tube face and speaker opening (see Figs. 6 and 7). Now prepare the inside frame to hold the tube, Fig. 6. This is constructed of \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. wood with rebated, glued, and pinned corners, and is fastened to the panel with countersunk screws entering from the front. This must be fixed into position before applying the plastic veneer.

Cut out seven pieces of wood to form vertical slats in front of the loudspeaker opening, Fig. 7. These together with necessary lengths of \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. rounded-edge beading for fastening in panels, should be ebonised and polished ready for final fixing.

**Plastic Sheet**

When cutting the plastic sheet, allowance should be made for the grain to run the height and length of the case with the edges cross banded and corners mitred.

Follow the manufacturer's instructions when applying plastic. On new wood a priming coat of adhesive is recommended; it is allowed to dry thoroughly for some hours.

Begin by covering the two sides, allowing an overhang to be trimmed off flush all round. Next apply the top, shaping the meeting edges to butt Fig. 1.—The bottom panel of the cabinet.
Fig. 2.—The sides of the cabinet.

Fig. 4.—The two "top" panels of the cabinet.

Fig. 3 (below).—Front and side elevations of the cabinet with the main dimensions.

Front panels secured by fillets at back and $\frac{3}{16} \times \frac{1}{8}$ beads in front

15" x 15" tapered legs with tilt glides
together. Plane and file off the surplus material at the edges. Cut strips to face the front edges and apply them.

Note that when covering the edges of the cabinet, the bottom edge will have to be increased in thickness by \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. owing to the fact that no veneer is applied as on the top and sides. This can best be accomplished by fastening a \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. wide strip of plastic to the underside of the front edge.

The front panels can now receive attention, and the necessary holes be cut after the veneer has been applied.

Veneer the tube shield frame (Fig. 5) inside and out, leaving the front edge to be applied last. The corners should be mitred.

**Front Shield**

To complete the shield (Fig. 5) after veneering, a brass tee strip

![Diagram of front panel](https://www.americanradiohistory.com/)

is screwed to the inside front edge, the corners mitred, forming a rebate to hold the "Perspex", see the section in Fig. 5. The brass used was cut from a length of curtain rail. After fitting, polish and lacquer.

Cut the "Perspex" to size, and hold in position by a small wooden beed.

Two brass studs, Fig. 5, are fastened to the panel and fit into holes drilled into the edge of frame. Two screws in the side secure the shield to the studs as shown.

**Loudspeaker Baffle**

This is cut from \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. ply with a hole to suit the loudspeaker and screwed to two fillets, one on the side of the tube frame and one on the side of the case (Fig. 7).

**Base**

Screw the tapered legs to each corner of the stool frame and fasten to the cabinet. The whole should set back \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. from sides and front and 1 in. from the back.

![Diagram of base](https://www.americanradiohistory.com/)
Letters to the Editor

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.

SIR.—D. K. L. in the December issue experiences a strange fault on the frame side of his receiver. He should, however, not be misled into thinking that it must be only in the frame circuits that the trouble arises. I had something of a similar nature in a set I was repairing for a customer and the trouble was traced to a faulty electrolytic condenser. The set had a double unit (100-60µF) and there was apparently a leak between the two sections. Replacing either of these sections by a single condenser cured the trouble on the bench and eventually I fitted a replacement for the double condenser and everything is now satisfactory.—R. RINGE (Eastbourne).

SYNC SEPARATOR

SIR.—In the article on Vision AGC in the September issue, a circuit of a typical sync separator is shown. I wonder if the contributor could let us have a detailed article on this apparently insignificant but all-important stage. One is accustomed to think of this as just a pentode working at the bottom of its anode-current curve, but from many sets which I have serviced, this appears to be far from the fact. Some makers have the valve with maximum H.T. but minimum screen voltage, whilst others reverse the arrangement. Some use a high value grid leak, whilst others have the usual value paralleled by the contrast control which reduces the effective grid leak.

Another point is that some makers take both line and frame output from the anode, whilst others split these, using a split anode load, and at least one maker takes one output from the anode and the other from the cathode. Perhaps your contributor could explain the merits and demerits of the various cases.—H. D. SLINGEN (Barking).

CHOOSING YOUR AERIAL

SIR.—I read with interest the article under the above title in your October issue, but there were two types not mentioned. Both of these have enjoyed great popularity in the United States, and I wonder if they have been omitted because they are not suitable for our conditions. One of these is known as a "Bow Tie" aerial and the other a "Rhombic". I believe some time ago the latter was described in these pages, but I am sure there are many viewers who for one reason or another would like to try out some alternative type of aerial. This is especially so in some areas where more than two stations can be received, and would avoid the erection of multiple arrays which in addition to looking unsightly also present many problems in view of the overall weight.—R. PEDERSEN (Rugby).

MATCHING STUBS

SIR.—Some time ago you gave an article on a small unit built around a diplexer, to enable one to adjust the levels of the two local stations so that the sensitivity control could be left untouched when changing over. I think an alternative to this device could be constructed in other ways, and if so, it would enable one to carry out remote change-over by a simple single-pole change-over switch. The arrangement described used a resistor in the strong station feed from the diplexer, to reduce it to the level of the weaker, and I would think that a similar and simpler scheme would be to use matching stubs in the leads from the aerials. These could be adjusted on an actual station to provide the necessary loss on the stronger station, and perhaps it may even be possible to construct a simple network of resistors (they need be only 4W) to give a similar effect. I have not sufficient technical knowledge to suggest values or a circuit, but this will no doubt give some readers a line of experiment upon which they can embark if they have the time and maybe they will let others share in their success—if they have any!—G. ROBERTS (Herne Hill).

ACCOMMODATING SOUND

SIR.—I have noted the controversy which has been raging about the line definition, and I know that America and the Continent use F.M. for sound. I believe that this helps to reduce the overall bandwidth needed for our double A.M. system. Is there not some method (I believe it is called sub-carrier) by means of which the sound could be used to modulate some part of the carrier not used for the transmission of intelligence on vision? I must confess to some ignorance of the complete technique of television broadcasting, and only have the knowledge I have gained from your pages. I believe the picture actually only occupies a part of the complete scan (a part is suppressed at the top of the frame and can be seen by reducing the height and turning up the brilliance), and I would have thought the technicians could have found some way of getting the sound into the vision waveform so that it remained intelligible and avoided the necessity for the wide bandwidth which is called for today. Could it not be at ultra-sonic or even sub-sonic frequencies and afterwards brought to its normal range?—F. E. RIDOUT (Glasgow).
DOUBLE BEAM "SCOPE"
for D.C. & A.C. APPLICATIONS

Engineered to precision standards, this high-grade instrument is made available at the lowest possible price, incorporating the essential features usually associated with luxury instruments. This "SCOPE" will appeal particularly to Service engineers and Amateurs. A high gain, extremely stable differential Y-amplifier (30 mV/C.M.). Provides ample sensitivity with A.C. or D.C. inputs. Especially suitable for measurements of transistor operating conditions where maintenance of D.C. levels is of paramount importance. Push-bulb X-amplifier: Permits lock-in suppression. Internal Time-base Scan Waveform available for external use: Push out available for choice TV Line Out Transformers, etc. Provides 1/20th Mc/s. Brightness Modulation. A.C. mains 200/250 v. 8/19.6, plus P. & P. 8 or 50c./6 and 6 monthly payments £3/4.

FULL 12 MONTH GUARANTEE INCLUDING VALVES AND TUBE

ALIGNMENT ANALYSER TYPE MK/I


Plus 5/- & P. H.P. Terms:
5/- deposit plus 3/- P. & P. and six months payments of 21/-.

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMER

With built-in line and width control. 4 K.V. Scan coil, 0.01% deflection, on ferrite yokes. Frame O.P. Transformer pi, 15 KV. primary line condenser. Can be used for 150-, 170-, or 21 in. tubes. Complete with circuit diagram.

29/- Plus 4/- P. & P.

As above, but for 625 lines, £2.10.0, plus 4/- P. & P.

Focus Magnet suitable for the above (state tube). 10/- plus 20/- P. & P.

CYLON TURRET TELETUNER

(L.F. 22,400 Mc/s. Brand new complete with built-in 16 channels 2, 4, 8, and 5, but less valves.

Valves required P.C.C. W. P. C.P. 80.

10/- plus 20/- P. & P.

MAIN TRANSFORMERS

All with tapped primaries. 200-250 volts, 0-190, 170, 200 v., 60 mA. 6.3 v. 2 amp., 10/6. 200-300-250 v., 75, 60 mA. 1.3 v. 2 amp., 10/6. 200-300-250 v., 250, 60 mA. 2.5 v. 2 amp., 10/6. 200-300-250 v., 400, 60 mA. 3.5 v. 2 amp., 10/6. Postage and packing on the above, 3/-

SURFACE BARRIER TRANSISTORS

Type 2N355, 15 Mc/s. 7/6 each. 100% AUDIO TRANSISTORS 5/each.

TRANSISTOR TESTER

For both P.N.P. and N.P.N. transistors incorporating moving coil meter. In metal case, size 4 x 3 x 1/4 in. Scale marked in gain and leakage. Complete and 19/-6 P. & P.

J/D.C. POCKET MULTIMETER KIT

2m/volt moving coil meter, scale calibrated in A.C./D.C. volts, ohms and milliamperes. Voltages range A.C./D.C. 0-50, 0-100, 0-250, 0-500. Milliamperes 0-10, 0-100. Ranges 0-10, 0-100. Front range orange switch, wirewound pot (for ohms zero setting), toggle switch, rectifier and rectifier, 19/6, P. & P. 1/6. Wiring diagram 1/4, free with kit.

SIGNAL GENERATOR

₹6.19.6 or 25/- deposit, and 6 monthly payments of 21/-.

Plus Postage and Packing.

Coverage 100 Kc/s-84 Mc/s on fundamental and 100 Mc/s to 200 Mc/s on harmonics. Metal case 10 in. x 6 1/2 in. x 6 1/2 in., grey hammer finish. Incorporating three miniature transformers, and Metal Rectifier, A.C. Mains 200/250. Internal modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30%; modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable, 200 millivolts. C.W. and mod. switch variable A.F. output. Incorporating magic-eye as output Indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2%.

C.W. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output. Incorporating magic-eye as output Indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2%.

Cash ₹4.19.6 or 25/- deposit and 4 monthly payments of 21/6. Plus Postage and Packing.

Coverage 120 Kc/s-84 Mc/s, Metal case 10 in. x 6 1/2 in. x 4 1/4 in. Size of scale 6 1/2 in. x 8 1/2 in. 10 valves and rectifier. A.C. mains 200-300 v. Internal modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30% modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable. 200 millivolts. C.W. and mod. switch variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter. Grey hammer finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or minus 3%.

SIGNAL & PATTERN GENERATOR

₹6.19.6 P. & P. 5/-


CHANNEL TUNER


32/- Plus 3/- P. & P.

HEATER TRANSFORMER

To suit the above, 200-250 v., 8/- Plus 1/- P. & P.

8-WATT PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER

COMPLETE WITH CRYSTAL MIC AND STOP SPEAKER.

A.C. mains 200-250 v. Size 101n. x 6 1/2 in. x 6 1/2 in. Incorporating 8 valves. H.F. pent., 2 triodes, 2 output pent and rectifier. For use with all makes and type of pick-up and mike. Negative feed back. Two inputs, mike and gram, and controls for same. Separate controls for Bass and Treble lift. Response from 40 cycles to 15 Kc/s. +2 dB; -4 db down to 20 Kc/s. Output 8 watts at 5% total distortion. Noise level 80 db down all hum. Output transformer tapped for 3 and 15 cm speech coils. For use with Stork L.F. and Norda, musical Instruments such as Guitars, etc. £4.19.6 Plus P. & P. 7/6.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.

23c HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

All enquiries S.A.E. GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
LIMITED NUMBER ONLY

17in. TV Chassis

NEW AND UNUSED


Valve line-up: 3 PCL82, 1 PCL84, 3 6BW7, 1 PCL24, PCL85, PY82, PY81, PY83, EY81.

LASKY'S PRICE

£18.19.6 Carr. & Ins., 7/6.

Complete with valves, circuit diagram and full data.

Circuit diagram and full data available separately 2/6.


SPECIAL OFFER OF CHASSIS AND ABOVE


A FEW CABINETS AVAILABLE

12-CHANNEL TURRET TUNERS

New and unused. Large selection, many from famous makers such as Cyldon, Бrayhead, Pleassey, Conder, etc. Let us quote for the model you require. Examples:-

- 33-38 Mc/s.
- 6-14 Mc/s.
- 26/6 (less valves, 10/-)

- 33-38 M/c.
- 6-14 M/c.
- 26/6 (less valves)

- 50/6
- 50/6
- 50/6

207 EDGWRE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. 42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.
PADDINGTON 221/2.
BOTH OPEN ALL DAY SAT. Early Closing. Thurs. Mail Orders to Dept. P.T., Edgware Road.

C.R. TUBES

New, Unused, Guaranteed.

FERRANTI 12in., T14/4. 4 volt heater. 49/6. Carr. & Ins., 12/6. Also 9in. 79/3, same price.

FERRANTI 17in. type TR17/10. 8.3 v., 0.3 amp. heater. 26.16.6. Carr. & Ins., 12/6.

18in. METAL. CONE, famous make, type T301A, 6.3 v., 0.3 amp. heater. 26.9.6. Carr. & Ins., 21/6.

REGUNNED C.R. TUBES GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS

Type & Ins.

- 12in. round ..... 65 10 0 12/6
- 14in. rect. ..... 65 10 0 12/6
- 15in. & 10 round 65 19 6 12/6
- 17in. rect. ..... 65 19 6 12/6
- 21in. rect. ..... 67 19 6 12/6

20,000 VALVES in stock. Send for our list and save money. Immense stocks of TRANSECTORs.

SEND FOR LASKY'S COMPONENTS CATALOGUE OVER 100 ILLUSTRATED PAGES, SIZE 8 x 11in.

207 EDGWERE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. 42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1.
PADDINGTON 221/2.
BOTH OPEN ALL DAY SAT. Early Closing. Thurs. Mail Orders to Dept. P.T., Edgware Road.

Safety first every time with these patented spring-loaded AVO Prodcips.

Cleverly designed for use as insulated prods, they are invaluable for reaching and holding test points which are difficult of access.

Post Free

Suitable for use with AvoMeter, Multimeter and Avo Electronic Test Meter Leads.

£15/-

per pair.

AVO LTD. * AVOCET HOUSE, 92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1.
Victoria 3404 (12 lines)

A Member of the Metal Industries Group of Companies.
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Trade News

NEW PRODUCTS AND DEVELOPMENTS

High Gain Image Intensifier

A HIGH gain image intensifier tube made by the English Electric Valve Company Limited comprises an input photo-cathode, five secondary emitting dynodes and an output fluorescent screen, and is operated in conjunction with its focusing solenoid, input and output optical systems and power supplies.

The image to be intensified is focused on the photocathode at one end of the tube, and the photoelectrons are accelerated and focused on to the first thin film dynode. Secondary electrons, five or six to each primary, are emitted from the other side of the dynode and these are in turn accelerated and focused on to the second dynode.

This process is repeated at each dynode, and the secondaries emitted from the final dynode are accelerated on to a fluorescent screen to produce an intensified replica of the original weak light image.

Tubes have been made giving a photon gain of 100,000 to 200,000, a gain of 7,000 being provided by the five stages of secondary electron multiplication and the remainder arising from the bombardment of the output fluorescent screen.

The usable diameter of the thin film dynodes is one inch. If desired, the picture may be reduced in size between the photocathode and the first dynode, so that the diameter of the input picture need not be limited to one inch. Similarly a larger picture may be formed on the screen if required. This image intensifier is made by the English Electric Valve Co. Ltd., Chelmsford.

23in., 110° TV Receiver

A NEW 23in., 110° television receiver, the "Prince Regent", model L.1000A, has been announced by Pam (Radio and Television) Limited.

The printed circuit, 16-valve chassis, has a transistorised stage (an OC45 transistor is used in the sync separator stage) and features press button wavechange.

A remote control unit, capable of adjusting brightness and volume with wavechange, is included with each receiver.

The "Prince Regent" receiver is made by Pam (Radio and Television) Ltd., 295 Regent Street, London, W.1.

6,000 Mc/s Travelling Wave Tube

THE M-O Valve Co. Ltd., Hammersmith, a subsidiary of G.E.C., has started production on a new addition to its range of periodically focused travelling wave tubes.

It is known as the G.E.C. TWC5, a travelling wave tube power amplifier, capable of delivering 15W in the 5,925—6,425Mc/s band.

The G.E.C. TWC5 has been specially developed for multi-channel telecommunications systems operating in this range of carrier frequencies, although the permissible bandwidth coverage can be considerably greater. A key feature is that it is easy to replace in a periodic magnetic circuit—a notable advance over comparable valve types. By strict production control of metal and glass mechanical components, and of elaborate pumping schedules, the tube promises a long life and a high degree of reliability, and will meet the stringent requirements of communication systems.

Already in current demand, this new device is going into repeater stations linking Carlisle to Kirk o’ Shotts, and in both-way radio channels between Dundee and Harrogate.

Equipment for both these projects was supplied and installed by The General Electric Co. Ltd., and forms the first stage in a new national broad band microwave network designed for the British Post Office. The travelling wave tube is produced by the General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Transistorised TV Camera

THE Morhan Exporting Corp., of New York, is now exporting a compact, completely transistorised TV camera, the Model TTVC, made by Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc., of Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A. The camera is extremely versatile, featuring fully automatic operation and
accessory provisions for: remotely-controlled or manual lens; lens turret; remotely-controlled pan-and-tilt mechanism; remotely-controlled optical focus and clip-on view finder. The camera is adaptable to a number of optical sync systems: random interface; industrial sync; EIA sync (studio net operation).

The TTVC also features power supply versatility: owing to the use of transistors, a power supply of either 12 or 24V A.C./D.C. may be used, or 117V A.C. 50-400c/s. The supply voltage is regulated to plus or minus 15 per cent and the unit draws an average of 12W.

Augmenting the ruggedness imparted by using transistors, is modular construction and a heavy duty steel housing, which also ensures maximum magnetic shielding. The unit is sealed to withstand an ambient temperature of up to 55°C (131°F). Channels 2 to 6 incorporate a crystal controlled R.F. modulator, and maximum output is 50mV. The video output level is 1.4V, and the picture resolution is 600 lines. It weighs only 14½lb., and its dimensions are 10½in. length, 8¾in. height and 4½in. width. The TTVC TV camera is made by Blonder-Tongue Laboratories Inc., Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A.

The Million Dollar Camera

SINCE its introduction into the USA just over a year ago, the Marconi Mark IV television camera channel has brought over one million dollars' worth of export business to Britain. Sole distributors of the Mark IV camera in America are the Ampex Corporation of Redwood City, California, who cover the nation wide sales and service for all Marconi television equipment.

A total of 70 cameras have already been sold to the USA, while world sales to date are well over 200.

The camera is extremely stable, has a short warm-up period, and is lightweight. The picture quality is provided by the English Electric Valve Company's 4½in. image orthicon pick-up tube.

Hungary to Build Three New TV Relay Stations

HUNGARY is to build three new television relay stations under her second five-year plan, which began this year. This will bring the number of relay stations in the country to eight.

Most powerful of the three will be sited in the Tokai wine region, to give full cover to Hungary's eastern counties. The 20kW transmitter will replace the present 1kW transmitter, which will be kept as a reserve.

A 1kW transmitter at Pécs is to be replaced by a 10kW transmitter, to give better cover and stronger reception in Transdanubia, particularly in the Mecsek mining area.

The third station will be erected near Ajka, at Kap Hill on the northern shore of Lake Balaton. It will serve the north, west and southern parts of Transdanubia.

All three stations are expected to begin relaying transmissions in 1963.

At the beginning of this year a new 4kW station came into operation on the 3,300ft Kékes (Bluish) Peak of the Mátra mountains, to give cover to the north of Hungary.

Building of the microwave link between Hungary and Soviet television has begun, and by the end of this year Hungary should be in a position to relay Moscow programmes.

The G.E.C. travelling wave tube (see page 375).
DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY

Due to the increasing demand for our wide range of C.T.P. and our efficient handling methods, we offer unbeatable value.

REGUNNED TUBES have new Gotes, Getter. Acouted Coats. Bases, etc. 25% Cheaper.

10 TOP QUALITY C.L.A. TUBES

- 6 MONTHS REGUNNED
- 12 MONTHS BRAND NEW TYPES

£1-10 £3 £4 £5

M91/74 M98/62 M96/14 M93/54

PLEASE NOTE: Many other types not listed available. S.A.E. enquiries.

13 CHANNEL TV'S

TABEL MODELS FAMOUS MAKES.

Almost completely those sets are unquestioned in value due to huge purchase direct from source. They are also guaranteed and are not guaranteed to be in working order.

CARE, ETC.

12" $3.19

14" $5.15

ALSO 12" Ch. TV's 55/-

14" Ch. TV's 85/-

LOUDSPEAKERS

TOP 100% MANUFACTURER'S FRESH 2in., 18/- 3in., 18/- 4in., 10/- 12in., 10/- 15in., 10/- 18in., 10/- 20in., 10/- 24in., 10/- 30in., 10/- 36in., 10/- 42in., 10/- 48in., 10/- 54in., 10/- 60in., 10/- 66in., 10/- 72in., 10/- 78in., 10/- 84in., 10/- 90in., 10/- 96in., 10/- 102in., 10/- 108in., 10/- 114in., 10/- 120in.

COMPLETE RECORD PLAYERS

B.S.R. UAS, 4 Speed Autochanger £16.50

B.S.R. UAS, 4 Speed Autochanger £16.90

STEREO HEAD.

B.S.R. UAS, 4 Speed Autochanger £17.90

Low Cost, Compact £16.50

GUARANTEED LONG LIFE.

B.S.R. UAS, 4 Speed Autochanger £16.50

Low Cost, Compact £16.90

GUARANTEED LONG LIFE.

LABORATORY MIRROR GALVANOMETERS

Fused and Voltage 15 sec. wing, high sensitivity. Heavy cast metal cases with grutes. £2.15.0 each. Postage 9d.

LABORATORY MIRROR GALVANOMETERS

Fused and Voltage 15 sec. wing, high sensitivity. Heavy cast metal cases with grutes. £2.15.0 each. Postage 9d.

GUARANTEED LONG LIFE.

LABORATORY MIRROR GALVANOMETERS

Fused and Voltage 15 sec. wing, high sensitivity. Heavy cast metal cases with grutes. £2.15.0 each. Postage 9d.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.

VALVES ALL GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS

PL81 SOILED FREE SELECTED AT MOUTH £1/8 4/6

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

EYE 1 SHORT 4/6 U25 SHORT 8/-

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

Semi-Air-Spaced low loss, 1-19 yds., 7d, per yd., 5-10 yds. 56/- yds. 60/- per yd., 100 yd. 28/- 1000 yd. 15/8.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
SCAN COILS
AND ALL TIMEBASE COMPONENTS
For All Makes and Models Old and New

BY RETURN OF POST
(C.O.D. or C.W.O.)

ALL COMPONENTS BRAND NEW GENUINE REPLACEMENTS
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE STOCK IN THE COUNTRY
(Please enclose S.A.E. with all enquiries)

NEWBURY RADIO
272 ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, LONDON E.7
MARYland 3100
MARYland 3739

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LIMITED

KEEPS YOU IN THE PICTURE
WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

12"-14" £4.15.0
15"-17" £5.5.0
21" £7.15.0

ALLOWED ON RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

WRITE PHONE OR CALL
VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.
35, SACKVILLE STREET
LONDON, W.1
REGENT 6464

REPLACEMENT VALVES

SALVAGE GUARANTEED

9d. each 7½ doz.
1D4, 31D6, 4D7, 6B7, 6B6, 6B47,
6B2, 6D21, 6H7, 12B1, 18, 73, 74,
120V7T, 12384, 2530, 2154, 719G
A86, AR718, D1, E USES, EUSE,
EFS6, EFS7, EF6X, GT4C, KT24,
AGT2, PM500, QUP1, BP41,
T41, T51, V401, VW4.
2½ each 30½ doz.
6G4, 6F1, 6F13, 6F14, 6F15,
6J5, 6K7, 75S, 8101, 1011, 836,
12796, KP40, EFS4, EFS2, EA30,
KT81, KT82, P81, PEN90,
PEN40, P52, U281, UF41, VP41,
VP183, GT7.
2½ each 5½ doz.
5J4, 5G1, 5M3, 5L7, 5H7N,
16J1, 10P13, 10P14, 2024,
24F1, 24F2, EBC33, EBC35,
ECN2, ECA40, EF70, POC84,
PCF90, PPL41, PLE28, PLE31,
P390, P481, U46.
7½ each 8½ doz.
5J4, 5Y3, 6CK5, 69L7,
69E7, 12B117, 10P13, 12Q7,
2001, 35Z4, 451U,
DR76, EBC33, EBC35,
CARR. & INS. 15½.

Terms available over 10 weeks.

£1.50 extra without OLD TUBE
refundable if OLD TUBE received within 14 DAYS

12 months Guarantee

JUST ARRIVED!
Complete 17in. TV
19 Gns.

All excellent 15 valve ex-Rental Table models. Famous manufacturer. Tuned ITA/BBC. 17in. Tube guaranteed 12 months. Chassis 6 valves—3 months. Terms available. Personal collection, delivery by arrangement up to 100 miles. Special rate.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12.
Phone: Ilford 6001/3

LATEX PRhoot LIST

WEDNESDAY 9 a.m.
12 noon
Half day
Thursday
Television Trimmers

By L. E. Higgs

Quite rightly, severe warnings about the trouble that can be caused by tampering with trimmers in tuned circuits of TV receivers are given in most servicing information aimed at both experts and enthusiasts. Certainly slugs and trimmers are best left well alone when a set is in good order and should never be altered in setting when a failure suddenly occurs in the set. There is a great temptation to try twisting this one or that one to "see if it makes it better" when an abrupt change in the performance of a receiver indicates clearly that a breakdown in a component has taken place.

There are however a number of actions that can safely be made to check a receiver exhibiting certain permanent effects that may be attributed to tuning.

Sound-on-vision

This effect is the shaking and wobbling of the picture during loud sound passages; sometimes the effect is so severe that the vision synchronisation fails completely for short periods. First make sure that this effect is not due to overloading from too strong an input. If it happens only on the strongest station, then reducing the sensitivity may clear the trouble and if the weaker station is now too weak, an attenuator in the strong station aerial lead will put this right. Some sound-on-vision is due to microphonic valves and disappears when the volume is turned down—a tap on the silent cabinet brings rolling waves across the picture showing a microphonic valve is at fault. The most common reason, however, is misadjustment of the local oscillator particularly if the trouble is on one channel only. On thirteen channel receivers, removing the channel selector and turning the coarse tuning slug is often sufficient and, if the core is at the full extent of its travel, remove the coil biscuit and see if the core is cracked or crumbled—if so replace it. If not, tune in the station and with the turret open squeeze up the turns of the coil or open them out slightly with a non-metallic probe until the adjustment is midway. If the sound-on-vision is not attributable to any of the above reasons and you have reason to believe that the I.F. tuned circuits are untouched and the trouble is equal on both channels, try adjusting the turret output I.F. coil (Fig. 1). This may be located on the top of the turret, in the turret, or on the main chassis usually with a screened cable from the turret connected to it. Providing that you make a note of how many turns you alter it (not more than three) and the direction in which you turn it, using a wedge-ended knitting needle and that you replace it exactly before touching any other adjustments, the ratio of sound to vision will be corrected and the sound disturbance will die away as the correct point is reached. Tune during loud musical passages and stop when the correct point is reached or the picture which brightens slightly during this operation will become slightly "smudgy"—a sign of narrow bandwidth (Fig. 2).

Vision-on-Sound

This is the reverse to the effects described above and can be recognised as a rasping buzz heard on the sound which varies slightly with picture content. Check for overloading, local oscillator tuning and the turret output check described above. If the picture is clear with sharp edges on the 2-5Mc/s grating (Fig. 2), in the centre of the tuning signal then leave the tuning set for this clear result and trim the sound I.F. coils slightly for increased sound output with reduced buzz. Make a note of each adjustment and restore it to the original position before touching another. The sound I.F.s can be located by working back from the sound detector—touching the grid of the sound I.F. valve causes a noise; if a vision valve grid is touched in error this will produce a flash on the screen.
White-after-black

This common defect can be caused by many things. If on one channel only, it may be due to a negative ghost picked up on that section of the aerial. Try variations in the aerial position first.

Some tubes with reduced emission give an astigmatic halo effect on one side that might be mistaken for this effect. Altering the brightness will cause this white strip to fade out or increase if the trouble stems from the tube. Ringing deliberately introduced in some sets to raise the H.F. end of the vision response, can be offset by adjusting the vision detector output winding core a little. This core is located in the can that is closest to the vision detector and near the video output valve. There may be one or two cores so try each separately, not more than two turns, observing the picture at the right-hand side of a deep black upright. Leave whichever one makes the best improvement and always restore the other back to its original position.

Identification of cans

The guide given here is intended to aid the owner of a TV with no service information at hand. If you are in possession of a service manual for the set, even if it is now in good working order, identify the tuning cores and their purpose from the service sheet and mark each with its function in pencil on the can side in the following way, it can save you a lot of trouble in the future, e.g.: L7 sound H.F. 3815Mc/s; or L9 vision output 35Mc/s.

Flywheel Synchronisation

In a number of receivers employing flywheel synchronisation there may be found separate from the other R.F. cans a screened coil assembly in the region of the line timebase. Usually on this can are two slug or pressure trimmers accessible through holes in the can. These are line phasing and frequency controls. The symptoms that indicate adjustment is needed can be:

(a) horizontal lock is at the extreme end of its range with occasional uncontrolled line slip.

(b) picture pushed over to one side of the screen with some fold-over at the edge and the shift control at its limit.

For symptom (a), providing the defect is due to adjustment and not a faulty valve, set the horizontal hold to midway and adjust the control that exercises most effect on the synchronising until a locked picture is obtained. Do not adjust both at once.

For symptom (b), the control that has least or no effect on the line hold when adjusted is the phasing control and if the circuit is in order and only out of adjustment then the picture can be pulled across the screen to normal, unrolling the vertical fold-over and centered properly with the picture shift. It is advisable to check the ion trap magnet after this as they are often deliberately adjusted not for maximum brilliance when this fault is present but to centre the picture.

Remember in all of the above mentioned adjustments that provided there is a logical reason for adjusting trimmers, that only one at a time is adjusted and that they are replaced exactly if the expected result is not obtained, there is no need to regard TV trimmers with awe.

The "Olympic" Cabinet

(Continued from page 371)

The stool base is made up as in Fig. 9 and is of 3/4 in. wood. The frame is cut away to coincide with the major part of the hole in the bottom of the cabinet.

![Fig. 8.—The ventilated back.](image)

![Fig. 9.—The stool base.](image)

Rebate 3/6 x 3/6 rebated fillets to slide in inspection cover of 3/6 ventilated hardboard.

Fig. 9. —The stool base.

(To be continued)
A NEW-PRACTICAL WAY of UNDERSTANDING

Radio · Television · Electronics
Including: Transistors; VHF/FM; Hi-Fi equipment; Computers; Servo-mechs; Test Instruments; Photo-electrics; Nucleonics, etc.

FOR ...Your Career ...Your Own Business ...An Absorbing Hobby

Radiostructor—an organisation specialising in electronic training systems offers a new self-instructional method using specially designed equipment on a “do-it-yourself” basis.

You learn by building actual equipment with the big kits of components which we send you. You advance by simple steps, performing a whole series of interesting and instructive experiments—with no complicated mathematics!

Instructional manuals employ the latest techniques for showing the full story of electronics in a practical and interesting way—in fact—you really have fun whilst learning! Post the coupon below, now, for full details—

POST NOW
To RADIOSTRUCTOR (Dept. G102) READING, BERKS.
Please send brochure, without obligation, to:

* Name ___________________________
* Address ___________________________

* BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE
(We do not employ representatives)
BRAND NEW TUBES

12 months' guarantee

TOP CLASS MAKE

CARR. & INSURANCE PAID

12" MW 31-74 etc. £5.50

14" MW 36-24 etc. (in short supply) £6.60

17" CRM 171, 172 £7.00

POST VALVES Rebuilt, 12" E81, E91, E92 £0081

OZ4 ECC82 E91, E93 864, 866 etc. £5.00

CA 351, 841, 134, 164 etc. £5.00

Mains TRANSFORMERS -- Special! Semi-strand, drop-through. Ex new equipment. By well-known manufacturer. £50-£200, v. at 2000, 63 v. at 4 amp, 5 v. at 2 amp. FULLY 100% NEW, PLUS 20% P & P.

POCKET VOLT TEST METER. Two D.C. ranges, 0-25 v. with best probe and leather case. £16.95 e., P & P £1.60.


HI-FI JASON Constructional Kits Also Leak, Quad, Trix, Wharfedale, Rogers. Goodmans, etc. Kits available. Let us quote for your requirements.

STOCKIST R. A. CARR. LTD.

WESTWAY RADIO

AERIALS

BAND I BAND II BAND III

Combined Arrays 1 and II

1 + 5 Element Lomt Mounting ... 38/3

1 + 5 Element Wall Mounting ... 49/9

1 + 5 Element Wall Mounting ... 49/3

1 + 5 Element Wall Mounting ... 61/-

1 + 5 Element Crate Mounting ... 57/10

1 + 5 Element Crate Mounting ... 68/9

Band I

Single Dipole Wall Mounting ... 24/7

Single Dipole Crate Mounting ... 40/9

X Aerial Mounting ... 59/3

H Aerial Mounting ... 67/7

Band III

3 Element Ya3i Wall Mounting ... 39/-

3 Element Ya3i Wall Mounting ... 49/-

3 Element Ya3i Wall Mounting ... 66/-

Chimney Lathing Mounting add 10/-

Double 8 Array, only with clamp 83/-

Band II

Single Dipole Crate Mounting ... 20/5

Single Dipole Crate Mounting ... 28/9

H Array Lathing Mounting ... 52/4

FACTORY REBUILT TELEVISION TUBES

After considerable development work and extensive trials under working conditions, the manufacturer is confidently offering an

18 MONTHS' WRITTEN GUARANTEE on all tubes

To ensure extreme quality, not only are the best available materials used under controlled conditions, but all tubes are given—

12 THOROUGH TESTS

after completion of the processes.

12" ... ... ... ... £5.76

14"-16" ... ... ... ... £10.00

Allowance on old tube 10/-

Allowance on old tube 20/-

Allowance on old tube 30/-

C.W.O. or C.O.D. Carr. and Ins. 10/-

SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

WINNER & SQUIRES

PINOX STREET, TUNSTALL, STOKE-ON-TRENT

Phone: Stoke-on-Trent 86707

LIGHTWEIGHT MINIATURE CRYSTAL EARPIECE for transistor sets. Complete with transparent ear insert. 3 feet very fine cord, sub-miniature plug and socket. £1.00 ea. Post 10/-.

BBC TRANSISTOR RADIO

Two transistors and diode. Medium and Long Wave. Complete kit with circuit drawing, wiring list, 36/- earphone, 6/- extra. £22 10/6.

Stortion Ears, better lead etc., add 10/- extra. Full details, 6d.

Mains TRANSFORMERS -- Special! Semi-strand, drop-through. Ex new equipment. By well-known manufacturer. £50-£200, v. at 2000, 63 v. at 4 amp, 5 v. at 2 amp. FULLY 100% NEW, PLUS 20% P & P.

Pocket VOLT TEST METER. Two D.C. ranges, 0-25 v. with best probe and leather case. £16.95 e., P & P £1.60.


Hi-Fi JASON Constructional Kits Also Leak, Quad, Trix, Wharfedale, Rogers. Goodmans, etc. Kits available. Let us quote for your requirements.

S.A.E. with enquiries Please.

5 Westward Way Preston Road, Harrow, Middx.
For many years Friday night has been known as the night for letting your hair down and washing it. So far as television viewers are concerned, late Sunday night is the time to pin it up again to face the problems of the coming week. For a long time, both BBC and ITV channels have been competing with serious plays, to bring you down to earth again. Many of these are specially written for television but few of them rise above the tedium created by overlengthy treatment. Dustbin and kitchen-sink dramas have been enjoying a transient success, carrying a "message" in the live theatre in London, and now they have spilled over into television, not only to Sunday night but to other days of the week.

When asked if his cinema films carried a "message" Samuel Goldwyn answered that if he wanted to send a message, he would use Western Union Telegraph—his films were for entertainment purposes only. Nevertheless, some of his films have followed the general trend of debunking convention.

Thursday Plays

One recent Thursday BBC and ITV competed with plays dealing with the reactions of a son to the unexplained marital problems and frictions of his parents. ATV's "The Savages" told a good story well acted and beautifully produced, but hardly calculated to cheer the family circle at home. Hennie Scott gave a most convincing and appealing juvenile performance, though at times he was a little inaudible. Nevertheless, this play retained one's interest mainly on account of comedy relief lines from Victor Maddern and Maggie Smith playing far-from-virtuous characters in a light manner. BBC's "The Brink", set in a lower social strata, dealt with the effects of family strife upon a youth just starting to earn his own living. Both plays were interesting, both overlong and heavy going for one evening.

"The Intervener"

Much better was the BBC's "The Intervener", the last of a series of serious plays especially written for television, in which Alexander Knox starred. Playing the part of a highly respectable and somewhat pompous solicitor, this fine actor compelled attention as a legal drama unfolded. He became the dupe of an attractive woman who, in the days of Melville's melodramas, would be called an adventuress (played by Lana Morris). Indeed, here was a play in which even the dimmest viewer could detect the good characters from the villains. No hanky panky! and I must say it was rather a relief—especially when a somewhat contrived dénouement resulted in a highly satisfactory story ending with the villainess confounded and virtue rewarded. Triumph for the hero and heroine—Philip Bond and Margaret Tyzack! Harold Clayton's production was first-rate aided by excellent atmosphere provided by Roy Oxley's settings.

Captions

The days of elaborate captions are over—at least for the time being. Plain, straight type, clear and readable, are the most popular with viewers. Graphic artists at the BBC and ITV programme companies devote more of their time to diagrams, maps...
and other specialised work, leaving the run-of-the-mill captions to be turned out on a printing press. Some of these presses are expensive variations of the instruments that turn out show-cards for the big stores, in which hot-press methods emboss white lettering on black or grey cards. The introduction in several studios of the new Pye caption machine, which automatically presents any of the forty-eight little cards at a touch of a button, has probably accelerated this trend.

I wonder what would have happened if, as with motion pictures, television had been perfected before sound radio! I suppose we would have had captions for every speech by an actor, as in silent films, and would play our own background music on a gramophone!

Mid-day Programmes

WHAT goes on at home during the day? I imagine that the majority of readers of this journal have a vague and sketchy idea that the little woman at home, be it wife, mother or landlady, is industriously engaged in a complicated agenda of shopping and household chores. It is only when he is ill in bed that the immensity of their daily task is actually brought home to him, with the vacuum cleaner buzzing in his ears, washing machines ominously rumbling, and the shrill tones of an argument with the milkman, all registering purposeful activity.

About one o'clock there is a lull which would be silent were it not for the sound of the Light programme on a lunch-time television show. For, in these enlightened days, the busy little women snatch a midday snack of non-starchy food, puts her feet up for a few minutes and relaxes in front of the "telly".

Although the mid-day programme is officially considered to be at an "off-peak" viewing time, its appeal is selective and effective. "Lunch Box" from ATV at Birmingham has been running for years and has a big following, as demonstrated by the fan mail. Tyne Tees and Southern also put out light programmes at this time.

Transmitter Range

CHANNEL twelve has been rather an unknown quantity for television in this country. The first transmitter to use this channel is Caradon Hill, one of the ITA stations that will shortly be radiating the Westward programmes. The first reports from dealers and the public when the full-power test transmissions commenced were therefore of unusual interest. They have revealed a surprising freak range in some directions, with good pictures and sound reported from Guernsey, Cork in Eire and in the Swansea district of Wales. Vertically polarised, like the BBC's TV transmissions from North Hessory Tor Station, the ITA test signals from Caradon are being picked up by many viewers within the normal range on their ordinary BBC aerials, without adjustment other than retuning. The same kind of thing happened when Tyne Tees opened in the North-East. There is a risk, however, that though the pictures may be quite strong, the mismatched aerial may restrict the bandwidth of the received signal and the definition of the picture may not be as good as when picked up on the correct type of aerial for channel twelve, pointing in the right direction. Caradon Hill is near Liskeard, Cornwall, and the 750ft mast is on ground already 1,200ft above sea level. So the station has a very good "springboard" for radiating its 200kW signal to cover Cornwall and West Devon. The second ITA transmitter for this region is at Stockland Hill, near Axminster, and will operate on channel nine. Both transmitters will receive programmes from the ITA network and local studios, via Plymouth. ITA network programmes will come from London via Bristol, the first part by co-axial cable and the last jump, from Bristol to Plymouth, by five microwave "hops". For a considerable time, it will be one-day only, from Bristol to Plymouth, with no possibility of programmes being sent in the reverse direction. The same situation applied at Anglia, and the programmes that have been nationally networked from that go-ahead ITA programme contractor have, up to now, been recorded in video tape and sent out from London. However, the number of available co-axial and microwave link lines are increasing all the time to meet the expanding requirements of the BBC as well as the ITA companies. There has been a move for some of the smaller regional companies—TWW, Scottish Television, Anglia and Tyne Tees, to exchange programmes with one another, as a variation to relaying the national programmes of the "big four"—ATV, Associated Rediffusion, Granada and ABC TV. But they will have to be really good shows to replace in popular appeal the well-established favourites of the normal ITV network.
CLARKSON'S TUBE CHANGE

6A DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 2
Tel. Leeds 24576.

We are now able to offer SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES with 12 months' guarantee at the keenest exchange price ever.

Example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tubes all types</th>
<th>Cash allowance on return of old tube</th>
<th>Actual Cost of Tube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12&quot;-14&quot;</td>
<td>£5</td>
<td>£4.5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15&quot;-17&quot;</td>
<td>£6</td>
<td>£4.15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21&quot;</td>
<td>£8</td>
<td>£6.10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carriage and Insurance 10/- extra

These tubes are COMPLETELY REBUILT by experts, with the most up-to-date electronic equipment, and are fitted with the famous American Superior Electron Gun. Many thousands of these tubes are in service today. Our factory is open to inspection by readers of "Practical TV". Technical advice and queries are answered free of obligation. All tubes are dispatched with adhesive price and return labels. Cash allowance is sent on receipt of old tube.

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
211 Streatham Road, Mitcham, Surrey

RST

An up-to-date practical survey of the whole field of high-fidelity sound reproduction and the various kinds of present-day hi-fi equipment—from disk and tape to loudspeaker. Of immense value to the amateur wishing to improve his technical knowledge and get the best out of his equipment, as well as to the service engineer working on this specialized equipment. Deals fully with the choice, installation, operation and improvement of equipment, and describes latest advances. Beautifully bound in scarlet buckram, yours for only 25/- inc. post, packing, etc.

VITAL, UP-TO-DATE WORK
FOR AMATEUR OR ENGINEER

PRACTICAL HI-FI HANDBOOK

By Gordon J. King
Assoc. B.I.T.E., M.I.P.R.E., M.T.S.

CONTENTS COVER


ACT NOW! Simply fill in form and post in 2d. stamped unsealed envelope to Dept. H.F.40, Odhams Press Ltd., Basted, Sevenoaks, Kent. Offered U.K. Eire only, closes May 1.

SEND FOR LISTS.

www.americanradiohistory.com
YOUR C.R.T. completely FACTORY REBUILT
New heater and Cathode assembly

12 months' Guarantee

COMPARE OUR PRICES

* 12 in. **£3.00** * 14 in. **£3.10**
(Money back if not completely satisfied)

* 17 in. **£4.00** * 21 in. **£5.00**

Carriage and Insurance add 12/6

PASSAGE TRAIN DISPATCH FOR SPEED

All Mullard and Mazda Types Rebuilt—Fast Service

Send your Tube now—Terms C.W.O. or Pro-forma Invoice

KING'S TELE SERVICE CO.
101-111 DAWES ROAD :: FULHAM, S.W.6
FUL 1514

NEW VALVES!

Guaranteed Set Tested

24 HOUR SERVICE

1R5, 1S5, 1T4, 284, 3VA, DAF91, DF81, DL91,

DAF96, DF96, DR86, DR96, 8BT of 4, 25/6.

105 7/- DL92 6/11 PFP90 7/0

J15 5/- DL94 6/9 PFP92 7/6

174 3/3 E981 3/- PLC81 11/-

354 8/11 EBC81 7/6 PCL84 7/6

3V4 6/9 EPF90 7/0 PLF9 10/-

504 4/3 ERL21 12/8 PLC1 9/-

754GT 5/6 ECC90 1/9 PLC1 9/-

524G 7/3 ECC81 4/9 PL81 7/-

6A9G 5/9 ECC82 5/9 PL84 9/-

6G7G 1/9 ECC83 6/3 PY82 103

6G9G 4/9 ECC84 7/3 PY88 7/6

6C1G 5/6 ECC85 7/0 PY81 6/6

6G6G 4/9 EPF90 8/3 PY82 6/3

6V6GT 4/6 EPF92 8/3 PY83 7/3

6X2GT 4/9 ECH21 12/6 U28 15/-

125GT 4/9 ECL12 7/0 UAR80 7/6

125GT 11/- ECL10 7/3 UAF42 8/6

125GT 4/6 EP90 12/5 URC81 7/1

35GT 8/6 EP71 7/6 URS80 7/6

35GT 5/9 EP80 4/9 UCR85 7/1

AF24 8/6 EP69 9/- UCR81 12/6

CL19 11/- EP86 9/6 UCH21 7/6

DAF19 4/6 EP91 2/9 UCL92 10/-

DAF90 6/9 EP91 7/- UCL93 13/-

DP33 9/6 EL41 6/3 UF81 7/6

DP31 3/6 EL91 7/3 UP85 6/6

DP83 6/9 EL98 7/6 UP80 6/6

DP177 6/9 EL20 6/1 UP81 7/6

EK32 11/- EZ41 8/9 UL81 7/-

EK32 5/- EZ90 8/9 UV81 11/-

EK32 7/8 EZ20 6/6 UV81 5/9

EK81 6/9 ML91 7/- UV85 9/-

DL33 8/6 TFC84 7/5 VR85 6/6

DL3 9/6 TFC89 10/- Z77 2/-


GERALD BERNARD
90 CARR MANOR AVENUE
LEEDS 17

FIRST-CLASS TELEVISION and RADIO COURSES
GET A CERTIFICATE!

After brief, intensely interesting study—undertaken at home in your spare time—you can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing and Theory. Let us show you how.

"FREE GUIDE"

Write now for your copy of this invaluable publication. It may well prove to be the turning point in your career.

FUNDDED 1885—OVER 150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 482). 148 HOLBORN LONDON, E.C.1
S. Africa: P.O. Box 8417, Jo'burg.
Australia: P.O. Box 4570, Melbourne.

NEW EDITION

TELEVISION RECEIVER SERVICING

Postage 1/-

TELEVISION ENGINEERS' POCKET BOOK by J. P. Hawker. 12/6.

Postage 6d.


Postage 2/-

TV FAULT FINDING a Data Publication. 5/- Postage 6d.

USING AN OSCILLOSCOPE by D. W. Easterling 6/6. Postage 4d.

PIN POINT TV TROUBLES IN 10 MINUTES a Coyne Pub: 3/6.

Complete Catalogue 1/-

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS of British and American Technical Books
19-21 PRAED STREET
LONDON, W.2

Phone: D.A.Dington 4185
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com
WHILST we are always pleased to assist readers with their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER-TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The caution from p. 391 must be attached to all queries, and if a postal reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

FERGUSON 308T

An obscure fault has developed on the above set. There is no sound or vision. The raster and brilliance are in order. H.T. is normal. PCC84 and PCF80 valves in the tuner are also in order, tested by substitution. There is no signal through the tuner, but there are bright flicks when the turret is operated. The aerial is fine and has been tested on another set and is continuous through to the tuner. The click spring on the tuner is all right. Should it be possible to reposition the coils to give adjacent BBC—ITV channels?—H. Myers (Leeds 15).

The local oscillator section of the turret tuner would appear to be in trouble. If you remove the turret from the set and the cylinder from the turret tuner the smaller components will be visible for examination. A small resistor will possibly be seen to be burnt, this being caused by a shorting capacitor associated with it. Replacement of both parts will effect a cure. However, turret tuners are rather specialised pieces of equipment and easily disturbed, so unless you have practical knowledge of servicing we would recommend that you let your dealer solve the problem for you; he, in fact, may have to send the tuner away for repairs. The BBC and ITA coils can be positioned adjacent to each other without trouble.

STELLA 1500U

I have purchased a second-hand converter, Cyldon 10, for this model, which the dealer tells me is quite suitable. There is a yellow wire from pin 7 of the plug which has come off, but I am at a loss as to where it goes. Could you give me the best way of wiring to the set?—C. Preston (Sibley).

The white wire connects inside the tuner to pin 8 of the PCC84 via a 100Ω resistor. This is the gain control circuit and in your area should be connected to receiver chassis.

The R.F. valve should be taken from the set, and across the heater tags of the valveholder should be connected the pink wires. The frequency changer valve of the set should be rearranged to form a low gain I.F. amplifier and the oscillator should be disconnected. To the control grid of this valve should be connected the inner conductor of the tuner signal output lead. The braiding should be connected to receiver chassis, as also should the black lead from the tuner. A 100Ω resistor should be connected between the control grid of the modified stage and receiver chassis. The red lead should be connected to a suitable H.T. point in the set.

R.G.D. B2351T

Could you tell me what valves are used in the sound circuit of the above set? The video is quite good but the sound is hardly audible. Will you also let me know the location of the valves?—D. Smith (Dudley).

The sound strip consists of two 6F15 valves followed by a 6D2 feeding the 6P25 sound output valve. Check the H.T. supply to the 6F15 anode and screen at each base, and the alignment of the sound I.F. transformer (between these valves and the resistors associated with the WX6 noise limiter).

ALBA T492

What is the best way to boost a Mullard M.W. 31-16 tube on this set?—W. Wightman (Melton Mowbray).

To boost the CRT, use a 6.3V + boost tapping isolating transformer with mains primary. Remove the existing leads to pins 1 and 12 of the CRT base and short these leads together. Fit the transformer secondary wires to pins 1 and 12, primary to chassis and to the back lead terminal on the mains adjustment.

K.B. QUEEN

This set is about 15 months old. Nearly three months ago the H.T. rectifier failed and was replaced. The picture has now shrunk until borders are visible top and bottom about 1in. and the sides about 1½in. I have been able to adjust the height and frame linearity but there is no obvious width control. Where is the control situated on this receiver?—W. Maclaren (Grangemouth).

The width control consists of a sleeve on the tube neck. To increase the width withdraw the sleeve from the deflection coils. Do not rotate the sleeve. A loss of scan may well indicate a failing metal rectifier (again) or reduced timebase efficiency. Check PL81 valve and PY83 and PCF80 if necessary. The PL81 valve and PY83 are inside the left side screened section, the PCF80 on the right centre of the chassis.

H.M.V. 68771

I bought this set second-hand in November, 1958, but I do not know how old it is. It has a channel converter No. 4 but I do not use it as I only have an aerial for BBC. After seven months’ use the picture is distorted by waving lines. On the test card all the white lines are wavy. I replaced two
Z152 valves, which cured the waving, but the picture still shimmers occasionally and there is a loud humming noise. The sound is not very good. If I increase the volume the hum becomes worse. The picture is also dark for about 15 minutes when first switched on.—A. Self (Northampton).

We feel that the receiver is out of alignment and would suggest you retube the clear plastic knob on the rear left side. This should cure the humming and restore picture definition. Should this not clear the condition the receiver should be completely realigned using a signal generator for the I.F. tuning.

**AMBASSADOR TV4**

I cannot cure a rolling on the picture of this set. I have replaced vertical amplitude control and there is also intermittent sound which decreases but soon returns on advancing the sound control. I have renewed this control but it has made no difference.—E. Oates (Barnsley).

We would advise you to replace the 6K25 valve and check the 0.02µF and 0.05µF capacitors associated with the 6D2 and 6P25 sound valves.

**BUSH TV56**

When switching on, the line-hold control has always to be adjusted. It may also have to be adjusted several times when the set is in use. After about an hour a black space appears at the bottom of the screen about 3/4 in. in depth. Apart from these faults the picture is perfect.—C. Jones (Burry Port).

You should replace the ECC82 valve (just behind the PY81) on the right side of the chassis. The screening box secured by the P.K. screws and clipped at the side, should be pulled off to gain access. The PCL83 on the front left side of the chassis (behind the vertical form control) also requires replacement.

**ALBA T717**

When the set is first switched on the picture is fine for a time, but after a few minutes the corners at the bottom close in until two or three inches of the screen is black each side. At the top the picture is bent into the centre. The width control is full on and gives just enough width.—F. Embleton (Norfolk).

When the edges of the picture curl in, it is usually a sign of dampness or weak emission of the tube. However, since the width is lacking we would advise you to change the PY52 H.T. rectifier valve.

**COSSOR 946**

When changing from channel 9 to channel 1 I receive the sound programme of the BBC on channels 3 and 4. Also by a little pressure on the channel selector knob a fraction past the position of channel 1 or 9, the picture becomes brighter and the sound much louder. It cannot be held there, and as soon as I release the pressure the switch springs back to its correct position, brightness and sound are then reduced. Since having the turret contacts cleaned with switch cleaner I obtain a slight grainy effect on ITA only.—J. Upfold (London, S.W.15).

Check that all the fixed contacts are making good connections to the studs on the individual biscuits. This can be easily observed by the amount that they move when passing through an empty channel. Also check the valves, especially the 7AN7 R.F. amplifier and try judiciously retuning the four pre-set trimmers which run down the side of the valves along the turret top. Do this on ITA.

**EKCO T221**

There is no sound or vision on this set. The only valves lighting are 5-10FI's and 10PI's in the sound strip. I am unable to find any breaks in circuits, valves have been checked only with a meter.—L. Pilkington (Stockton-on-Tees).

Replace the 1330 wirewound heater ballast resistor which is in the upper end of the "20" series heater chain. This component is one of two resistors on the top of the chassis behind the voltage selector panel, and is the one pointing towards the EHT compartment, i.e. the right-hand one as you look in the back of the set.

**COSSOR 927**

The sound on this model is working but I cannot obtain a picture. All the valves have been tested and they are in order. The frame output transformer is also working correctly. After switching on there is a blue glow in the SU61 valve; after ten minutes, both fuses blow.—H. Wilson (Hessle).

Check for a short on the EHT line and try replacing the SU61. A simple test is to remove the EHT connector from the tube. If this stops the fuse-blowing suspect a soft CRT.

**BUSH TV83**

Could you please tell me how to fit a replacement tube, regarding removal and re-housing?—D. Webb (Southampton).

The tube is removed as follows: remove the three nuts holding the scanning coil assembly to the wooden cross piece. After removing the ion trap magnet, carefully withdraw the scanning coil assembly to the rear. Undo the two nuts at the top and the two screws at the bottom of the tube front clamp. The tube may now be withdrawn to the rear complete with its mask. The reverse procedure should be adopted when replacing the tube.

**VIEWMASTER**

This set has a 12in. tube and has been modified as follows: EHT boost circuit (9kV), an auto mains transformer fitted and the frame circuit modified to a P.T. circuit giving increased output.

Are there any tubes available that would fit the above set, larger than 12in. in size which would require none or little modification to the timebase? Could you please state the modifications, if any?—H. Crews (Altrincham).

It is not possible to use a tube larger than 12in. on a standard type Viewmaster as all larger tubes.
**Better get the best—it costs less**

Offers you the finest rebuilding service available today. Each tube is completely rescreened, aluminised and fitted with a new Gun Unit. Available now for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

12"—£5.00
14"—15"—17"—£5.10
21"—£8.00

**VIDIO’S SECOND CHOICE**

—Gun Units.

12"—£4.10
14"—£4.15
15"—17"—£5.21—£7.81

**ALL TUBES GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.**

**VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD.**
Hales St., Deptford High St.
London S.E.8. Tel: TID 4506

**Sabrina C.R. Tube Co.**
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

**Lower Prices for 12 Month guaranteed tubes.**

**COMPETELY REBUILT**

**All Types** (including electrostatics)

**For One Month Only**

12" to 17", One Price £5.10 (C.W.O.)

21" also available at £8.00

Including Free Passenger Transist and Insurance. (Old tubes not required.)
LAWSON

DIRECT REPLACEMENT Reprocessed TUBES

FULLY GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS

IF YOU WANT REAL 1961 PERFORMANCE

Then INSIST that your new tube is not just regunned or rebuilt, but is completely REPROCESSED. This means, a tube brand new in every respect (except the glass) and incorporating the very latest screening and aluminising techniques, together, with new direct replacement electron guns by Mullard, Emiscope, Mazda etc.

ALL TYPES FROM STOCK

12" = £5.0.0
14" = £5.5.0
15-17" = £5.15.0

C.O.D. or C.W.O.

10/-

Gladly refunded if you wish to return your old tube.

LAWSON TUBES
156. PICKERSLEIGH RD. MALVERN. Worcs.
TEL. 3798

“AS-NU”

Regunned TV Tubes

Supplied from stock, and despatched by British Railways same day.

COMPLETE NEW GUNS

Fitted in every tube and fully guaranteed for TWELVE MONTHS.

Mullard Mazda

12 in. ... £4.10.0 £4.10.0
14 in. ... £4.15.0 £4.10.0
15 in. ... £6.0.0 £6.0.0
16 in. ... £6.10.0 £6.10.0
17 in. ... £6.15.0 £6.15.0
21 in. ... £8.10.0 £8.10.0

Plus 10/- Carr. & Ins.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

Other types available. Please contact:

J. P. WRIGHT

103 Carr House Road, Doncaster

SOLE DISTRIBUTION AGENT

*Phone: DON 2636

VALVES

SAME DAY SERVICE NEW ! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SETS</th>
<th>185, 186, 174, 384, 394, DAF91, DAF97, DAGE9, DL62, DL94</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>and 4 for 19/6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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REGENTONE

This set is fitted with a 17in. wide-angle tube. It was working perfectly, but recently, after an hour or so, the brilliance will suddenly reduce by about 50 per cent and it cannot be restored when the controls are set at maximum, also no raster is obtainable. After a while the picture may return accompanied by quite a loud “pop” or, it may black out altogether. The sound remains normal for a while then this too drops suddenly to zero. Occasionally, after a cooling period, the cycle may be repeated. Changing valves PL81 and PY81 has restored the picture and sound for a while but the process is again repeated.—H. Cowell (London E18).

Since both the sound and vision are affected the trouble lies either in the H.T. circuits or in the stage common to both sound and vision. Check the H.T. voltage when the fault occurs and if it is lower than normal, suspect the H.T. rectifier, smoothing, etc. Otherwise, check the valves preferably by substitution, in the tuner and common I.F. stage.

MASTERADIO TGT

The receiver section of the set is perfect but the picture suddenly lost height and is now approximately 13in. in height across the centre of the screen. The width is complete, but in spite of all efforts I cannot increase the height to the full size, 17in. The picture is still there however. All the valves in the set have been tested and both 12BH7 valves have been changed. I have also checked all the resistors associated with these valves. (I have a circuit diagram.)—R. Hefferan (Clydebank).

Check the resistor connected to the height control. Shorted turns in either the frame blocking oscillator transformer or frame output transformer are a frequent cause of the trouble mentioned.

H.M.V. 1824

A few minutes after switching on the picture fades and the brilliance increases showing white lines about 1in. apart across the screen, rising slightly from left to right until finally only the raster and white lines are left. V5 was substituted and V3 and V4 were also exchanged for others with no improvement.—R. Myles (Avonmouth).

This may be caused by a progressive leak between the heater and cathode of the CRT, as it warms up. If this is proved to be the case, the use of an isolating transformer would effect a cure.

STELLA 8314U

On switching on, the sound can be heard almost at once, clear with plenty of volume. The picture begins to develop after ten minutes to the full width of the screen. However, there is a 2in. gap at the top and bottom edges of the picture which are very bright. The picture very slowly fills the whole screen for perhaps the next half hour or so and the picture keeps going from bright to dim and vice versa, showing fly-back lines. For the remainder of the evening it will be quite good. The set cannot be used during daylight unless it is screened from the light.—F. Stone (Timperley).

Low H.T. voltage (check H.T. rectifier) accompanied by low emission of the frame amplifier valve would appear to be the major troubles in your set. The flickering picture should lead to a check of the connections between the valves and valveholders. Try cleaning the pins and make sure that the holders are in good order. The dim picture would indicate a low emission picture tube.

COSSOR 937

I wish to fit a booster transformer to the above set in order to restore picture brightness.

What is the standard heater voltage, and how do you connect the transformer?—K. Glover (Roby).

The standard heater voltage is 6.3V. Connect the secondary of the boost transformer to pins 1 and 12 of the CRT, having first removed and shorted out the previous wires. Mains for the transformer can be taken from between the chassis and the thick pin of the voltage selector, plug B.

MARCONIPHONE VT 69 DA

After the receiver has been on for about five minutes the picture disappears, leaving a vertical white line in the centre of the screen for a second, then there is a blank screen. The sound is normal. I had the N152, U153 tested and replaced the U151 EHT rectifier, but the fault still persists. Do you think it is the line transformer? Is there a special way to remove the EHT connector from the tube as it does not seem to be a cap type?—F. Conway (Wallsend-on-Tyne).

A valve test will not reveal a defect in a valve which functions perfectly for five minutes or so. You should replace the N152 (PL81). If there is no improvement, replace the U153 (PY81). The EHT connector is of the cavity type, similar to a press stud.
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RECLAIMED VALVES. All tested and perfect; modern and obsolete; huge stocks; all 6¢ price, 1¢, plus 6d. postage each. Send 9d. for full list. LEWIS, 46 Woodford Avenue, Ilford, Essex.

Spare 21 17 14 12 12 12 DIODES for Road, Types S.W.1

Twelve DIODES for Road, Types S.W.1

DIODES 1L4

Twelve DIODES for Road, Types S.W.1

RECLAIMED COMPONENTS from Fields, Claremont Avenue, Wiverton Road, Forest Fields, Nottingham.

VALVES, RECORD CHANGERS and Players, Speakers, Rectifiers, Valve Testers, Condensers, Resistors. Send for full list. H. F. JAMES, 21 Claremont Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.

REBUILT TELEVISION TUBES—12in. & 14in. New in airtight envelope. £2/10/-.

Twelve months' guarantee. 101 TRANSISTORS, WHITE SPOT 51%; RED SPOT 49%; YELLOW/GREEN 5%; RED/YELLOW 1/6; CRYSTAL DIODES 1/2, 1/6, 6/6 ELECTROLYTES, all W.R.A.E.D. transit tubes, silver and paper. RESISTORS, all types; RECLAIMED VALVES, most types, 67/- each. AIRSPACED 100. AXIAL CABLE from 6d. per yard. £5/5/-E A.D. TUNERS, £5/5/-.

REMOTE CONTROL 80/-; REPLACEMENT VOLUME CONTROL £1.50.

L.S. TRANSFORMERS, TELEVISION and MOTOR MAINS; CONDENSER PARTS REPLACEMENTS and numerous SECOND HAND COMPONENTS. Stamped addressed envelope please with all enquiries.

DEVIZES TELEVISION SERVICE 29-30 The Nursery, Bath Road, Devizes, Wilts. Tel.: Devizes 1100.

Television Tube Shop

now stock

Tubes for every make of set

NEW REDUCED PRICES

12in. Mullard type ........ £4.50
12in. Mazda type .......... £4.15
14in. Mullard type .......... £5.50
14 and 15 inch, Mazda type £5.15
17 inch, All types .......... £6.10
17 inch, Thin line 110° .... £5.17.6d.
21 inch, All types .......... £6.10

AIRSPACED CONDENSORS, E.M.T. types. Add 10/- for delivery to your door. 48 hours or 5/- B.R.S. Terms £2 down.

All Tubes Carry 12 months' guarantee.

A few shop-soiled tubes available. Good picture. Fully guaranteed, from 50/-

Spare-time Service Engineers—send for details of our rebate scheme.

VALVES

A very wide range at 50/- off list price. Send for complete price list of these and other Bargains.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

48 Battersea Bridge Road, LONDON S.W.11 BAT 6859. Open Saturdays.

TV SPARES

London's Largest Range—New or Used

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS and SCAN COILS for nearly every make and model.

New from 45/-.

Just a few examples from our extensive range in STOCK. Add 2/6 for P. & P. TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY C.O.D.

NEW LINE O.P. TRANSFORMERS

Pyte V4/7, VT4/7, 52/6, LY30, FV1, 52/6.

Ferranti 147/73/4/5, 45/-; T1225, 62/6.

Ferguson V8/4, 75/-; T303, 62/6.

Ekco T22/231, 50/-; T161 etc., 45/-.

H.M.Y. 1024-9, 50/-; 1048-10, 59/6.

Coxson 930-9, 59/6; 916-25, 75/-.

Alba T301/504, 45/-; 362/441, 47/6.

Murphy V230/250, 62/6; V200, 49/6;

D.T. TV19/37 etc., 106/-, with U25.

Bush TV23/64, 65/6; TV33, 65/-;

TUG34, 5 gns.

Parlipp 1114/2, 91/6; 1789/6, 102/6.

Patex-Scott, TV49/10, 62/6.

Pilot TV/CV-76; 77, 84, DDC87, 75/-.


We also stock a complete range of spares for nearly all makes and models, e.g., L.G.T., Line and Frame Blocking Trans., Frame Output Trans., valves, resistors, capacitors, ion traps, etc., etc.

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTE.

TRANSTRONIC TRANSISTOR KIT £5.48. Silicon Power Output 300mV, 250V.

LATEST V AERIALS, 15/-, plus P. & P. Guaranteed Valves, EF80, 10F1, EF1, EB1, U5, S.W.1, or equivalent, 60/-.

Cabinets, all types from 5/-.

TELEVISION CONSUMER SERVICES LTD.

28 BROCKLEY CROSS, S.E.4.

112 CAMBERWELL RD., S.E.5.

RODney 7917

TELEVISION TUBES! let quality, new guns, and the most 75/- exchanged. Reconditioned from 85/-, 10/-.

Pank Ave., New Barnett. BAR 1934.

TUBES—AERIALS—VALVES—


Diodeplexers, 8/6 each. Chromed cap aerials, 10/- each completed with head and plug, all types quoted for. All items carriage extra. Write for list.

G. A. STRANGE

BROADFIELDS, WITH WAXHALL, Nr. Chippenham, Wilts. Tel.: Marshfield 260

SALVAGED VALVES

Now from 1/3 each

New and Boxed Tubes all at 10/- each

Send 9d. for full list of valves and components.

ARION TELEVISION, 4 Maxted Road, S.E.15

NEWX 7152

ST. HELENS 4246 for Television tubes. S.A.E. list. DARWINS, 45 Shaw St., ST. Helens Station, Lancs.

SPARES—VALVES—TUBES

1930-1960

Guaranteed Perfect, ex-working equipment 10/- each. From £1. FLOTS, CoC. Coils cheap. TUBES from 1/6. Picture guaranteed or FITTED FREE. 2-10ln. 3-10ln. 12-14ln. 40-14ln. 60-16ln.

VALVES, 3,000 types stocked. EF91, EB91, EF96, EF98. UP24, F1, 2001, 117, U7, 6V6, 6N7, 45/. PI16, P410, ECL80, E551, ECC80, P454, P162, 70C, 74/6, 8P, EL38, KT36, 6P38, PY31, US52, 78/6, P188, P230, P201, 103/-, 10/-, 0/-, 5/- and 5 Pin types 5/-, £5. Postage 6d. Double tubes, 75/6, 75/6.

NEW, 17/4, 10/-, New transistors, OCT4, OCT6, 15/-, Send S.A.E. for list or with enquires to:

"ST. JOHN'S RADIO", 14 St. John's Hill, S.W.11.

4th Tel.: BAT 9868

14in. TELEVISIONS. BBC/ITA newly fitted reconditioned tubes. To clean £8. Tube guaranteed 12 months. Callers only. NU-GUN TELELUTES LTD., 3 The News, Duckett Road, N.4. MOU 2903.

In Scotland ............

RENUE

for Better Value

COMPLETELY REPROCESSED TUBE (NEW GUN, RESCREENED, ALUMINISED)

12.6v and 6.5v, 0.3 amp. 17 and 15in. Types ........ £6.10.0

12.6v and 6.5v, 0.3 amp. 14in. Types ........ £6.0.0

12v., 15in. Types ........ £7.0.0

2v. and 15in. Types ........ £6.0.0

Electrostatic 90 degree and 110 degree tubes 10/- extra. Carr. paid.

10/- ALLOWED ON OLD TUBE

Terms arranged.

FERGUSON

14in. BBC and STV Consoles .... £12.10.0

14in. BBC and STV Receivers .... £10.10.0

17in. BBC and STV Receivers .... £19.0.0

COMPLETELY OVERHAULLED AND FITTED WITH COMPLETELY REBUILT TUBE

with One Year's Guarantee

£5 Deposit. Terms on Balance

Renfrew Electronics Ltd. Anderson Drive

Renfrew: Scotland

Tel.: Renfrew 2642
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C. EDWARDS
1070 HARROW ROAD
LONDON, N.W.10
LADBROOKE 1734

OFFERS
S/H TV in
First-class
Condition
12in. £5.00
14in. £7.10.
17in. £13.10.
(all 5 channels)
plus carriage.

GUARANTEED VALVES
10FI, 1001, 10FCl, PCC 664E, 60F2, UP2, 17G. Postage 6d. List 3d.

LIVER TUBES
Fully Guaranteed 12 months
All makes—12" to 21"
FOR SALE

100 BAYS Brand New Adjustable Steel Shelving, 72 in. high x 34in. wide x 12in. deep, sold in 25 sets. Enamelled dark green, sent unassembled. Six shelf bay £316/6d. Sample delivered free. Quantity discounts. N. C. BROWN LTD., Eagle Steelworks, Heywood, Lancs. Tel.: 69918.

TELEVISIONS

All sizes including Protectors. Require attention from £3. In working order:—

- 12in. BBC from £5.
- 12in. and 14in. BBC/Terry from £10.
- Reconditioned CRT 20 extra 17in. from £25.
- Send for list. Carriage Paid.

CADMANS
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
BRYANT STREET, HAMLEY
STOKE-ON-TRENT

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A. BOXMAKERS, 75a, Godwin Street, Bradford, 1.

1,000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from £3 forwarding, 12/- not. Callers only, as full list is Including Sales, 39, Whitehorse Lane, Stepney, London.

Star TV Tubes

70/-

all sizes up to and including 17in, includes old glass or plus 7/6 without

C.W.O. Carriage 7/6.

WHY PAY MORE?

new guns, 12 months’ guarantee.
also 20/- each
12in., 14in., Part Exchange Televisions

ARTHUR SLARK
43-45 Thicksthorpe Road, Tonge Moor, Bolton.
Phone: 6604.


CUT THE ADS!
or listen to door or baby.

ARMCHAIR VOLUME CONTROL unit, easily fitted. Perfectly safe. 30/6.

BRAYHEAD FURRET TUNERS, ANY AREA, BRAND NEW, complete with fittling instructions, static set and 2 channels, 10 Mio. £2,10/10/6d. M/C £6/6/6. C.O.D. only.

EXTRA COILS 10/6d.

RECTIFIERS — CONTACT COOLED.
250 v., 250 mA. 13/6; 300 mA. 17/6; 350 mA, 19/6.

RECTIFIERS — FIN TYPES.
HA88 700 mA. 15/6; 300 mA. 17/6; 250 mA, 19/6.

CATHODES.
A10, £4,15/6; B20, £4,15/6, with either meter 30 mixed resistors 6d. only.

PLASTIC RECORDING TAPE. Famous brand. 50a, 600yd. TRANSPORTA

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 Durham Road, Bradford 5, Yorkshire

FOR SALE (continued)

SERVICE INSTRUMENTS, Televes
38d. Scantest 26, Taylor R/C Bridge £9. Also new 20, 34 Birch Avenue, Romley, Cheshire.

TELEVISION ENGINEERS
and Dealers

to act as Agents for our rebuilt TV Tubes, guaranteed for 18 months. Write in first instance—

E. M. SERVICES
131 St. Anns Road, London, N.15.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS Radio, TV, 5,000
models. Lists 1/-. S.A.E. enquiries:

TRELLAY, 11, Maudland Bk., Preston.

FAULTYFINDER FILES (TV) showing
common faults that each receiver is prone to and other useful servicing information. 2/- each. List 8d., plus postage, to DISTRIBUTORS, 44, Old Bond Street, London, W.1.

SERVICE SHEETS (1926-1961) from 1/-

HAMILTON CATALOGUE, Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS. — We have the largest stock of Radio and TV Service Sheets in the country for sale at 4/-. Each. Why tolerate delay in obtaining your supplies when we will dispatch by return? Service Sheet List 1/-. Also Manufacturers Manuals for sale and hire. 1961 List now available 1/-, S.A.E. please. Mail orders only to: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44, Old Bond Street, London, W.1.

SERVICE SHEETS, TV 4/-. ea. Radio
3/- ea. List 1/-, All orders dispatched on day received. Also Manuals for sale and hire. SULTAN RADIO, 29, Moor Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

SERVICE SHEETS from 3/-. Some
for hire. S.A.E. DARWINS, 45 Shaw Street, St. Helens, Lancashire.

EDUCATIONAL

Radio Television
& Electronics

Learn at home with the world's largest home study organisation. Brit. I.R.E.; City & Guilds; R.T.E.B., etc. Also Practical Courses with equipment. No books to buy.

Write for FREE prospectus stating subject to

I.C.S.
Dept. 516
Intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.11.

EDUCATIONAL (continued)

"HOW AND WHY" of Radio and Electronics made easy by a new, non-maths practical way. Postal Instruc-
tions based on results of experiments and equipment building carried out at home. New courses bring enjoyment as well as knowledge of this fascinating subject. Free brochure from Dept. 12, P.T. RADIOSTRUCTOR
40, Russell Street, Reading.

FREE FROM THE I.P.R.E., Syllabus of famous radio courses. Membership Condition booklets, 1/-. Sample copy the Practical Radio Engineer 2/-, post free. Secretary, 22, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.

⭐ LEARN ⭐

RADIO & TV SERVING

for your OWN BUSINESS/HOBBY

by a new exciting no-maths system, using practical equipment recently introduced to this country

FREE Brochure from:
RADIOSTRUCTOR
DEPT. G78
READING, BERKS.
4/61

BOOKS

FIND TV SET TROUBLES IN

B.B.C. — I.T.V. — F.M. AERIALS


I.T.V. (BAND 3). 5 Element lof. array. 24/5 Element booms, £15/6. Wall mounting, 3 Element, £13/6. 5 Element, £18/6.


K.V.A. ELECTRONICS Dept. (T.P.)
13' Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey

RES/CAP. BRIDGE
38/—
p. & p. 2/—
Checks all types of resistors, condensers & RANGES
Built in 1 hour. Direct reading
READY CALIBRATED
Stand for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL Dept. K2
Ralegh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham
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Now in its third revised and enlarged edition . . .
The book for every television engineer, serviceman, dealer and enthusiast.
Planned for on-the-spot use!

**TELEVISION ENGINEERS' POCKET BOOK**

**Editor:** J. P. Hawker

Much new information has been added to the enlarged and fully revised third edition of this pocket manual and data book, specially designed to meet the everyday practical needs of all concerned with the repair and maintenance of modern television receivers.


**CONTENTS**

- **STANDARDs AND WAVEFORMs**—Synchronisation pulses—Transmitting standards—
- British television network—Synchronisation pulses—Field-strength mains—1,000 Programme companies—
- Location of stations. **BASIC CIRCUITs**—Typical receiver—R.F., first intermediate and video units—
- I.F. stages—Detector and video Amplifier—Sound Channel—E.H.F./R.12 reception—
- Time-lapse—Sync. and automatic picture control—Wheel-sync.
- **COLOUR TELEVISION**—Sequential systems—N.T.S.C. systems—Tri-colour picture tubes—Subjective colour systems—Transmission systems—Scan magnification—Optical magnification system—Transistor and Tube-converters.
- **PROJECTION TELEVISION**—Schmidt optical system—Projection cathode ray tubes—Field data—
- Circuitry—Adjustments. **BAND III CONVERSIONs**—Types of converter—Converting service.

**RECEIVERS**—Field servicing—Installation—Adjusting controls—Tuning signals—
- Servicing precautions—Servicing printed circuits. **SERVICING EQUIPMENT**—Signal generators—Multi-range meters—Pattern generators—Oscilloscopes—Wiring guides—
- Installation—Private equipment—“ Ghosts.” **INTERFERENCE**—Impulse and hum interference—
- Typical sources—Interference by television receivers. **FAULT FINDING**—
- F.O.M. and audio circuits—Alignment of R.F. receivers and I.F. stages—
- Tuner alignment—List of intermediate frequencies. **CATHODE-RAY TUBES**—
- Focusing and deflection—Modulation—Delay—Aluminium—Handling and replacing—Picture tube salvage—Correct usage—Data on commercial tubes—Equivalent tables—Replacement tubes. **VALVE DATA**—Heater characteristics and pin connections—Equivalent valves. **COLOUR CODES**

**ORDER HERE**

Please send me. Cash on Delivery, one copy of the new edition of

**TELEVISION ENGINEERS' POCKET BOOK**

*12s. ed.*

FROM

**ALL BOOKSELLERS**

or in case of difficulty use this handy C.O.D. order form

**NOTE:** Send no money now—simply complete and post this order form TODAY to

**EDDY'S (No.1m.) LTD.**

**Build your own CAR RADIO!**

- 12 Transistors
- 2 Transistor and Medium Waves
- 2 Watts Output
- R.F. Stage and Automatic Gain Control

**10/6 Gns.**

Extra 5/- to P & P per parcel.

6 or 12 volts (state which)

Supplied with full instructions

Size 73 x 73 x 21 in.

**SPEAKER**, extra 17/11

**POCKET RADIO** 2 Transistor with miniature speaker. Complete with all parts wiring diagram and full instructions, 27/6.

**VIBRATORS** 12v 4 pin 4/11. Post 1/-.

**THROAT MIFEs** each Super quality Model 25/- each. Complete with plug, electric musical instruments etc. Post 6d.

**GERMANYn DIODs** 9d. each, 71/-

**NIFE ACCUMULATORS** 1.25v. Size 3 x 2 x 7 in. 7 ahrs. Weight 13 ozs. 11/1 each. P. & P. 1/6 only add 9d. per case.

All above are NEW and Guaranteed Future or Surplus Valves, Guaranteed and Tested by Return Post.

**TID** 7/6 12A7 T/E 7/6 ECLR70 7/6

**1RS** 5/6 12A7 T/E 5/6 ECLR70 10/6

**155** 4/9 12A7U 5/11 EF36 3/1

**IT4** 3/11 12A7H 5/- EF41 7/9

**3Q4** 7/- 12K7 5/3 EF42 7/6

**354** 5/11 12Q7 5/3 EF50 1/9

**3V6** 6/9 20DT 9/6 EF60 5/-

**5U4G** 4/9 2SH7 6/9 EF65 6/-

**5Y3G** 5/9 25Z4 7/6 EF86 9/6

**5Z2G** 7/4 35W4 6/9 EF89 7/-

**5Z2H** 11/- 25Z4G 7/6 EF92 3/6

**6A7** 10/- 807B 3/9 EF92 4/6

**6AO5** 6/- 954 1/6 EL68 4/6

**6A9** 7/- 754 2/6 EL70 6/-

**6AG3** 4/- 954 3/6 EY51 7/11

**6BB8** 2/1 12A1 2/1 EY66 7/-

**6C4** 3/6 631 1/3 F68 6/-

**6C6** 4/- 9IC 7/6 EZ81 6/9

**6CH6** 9/- DZD7 7/6 GTIC 6/11

**6F13** 9/6 DAF9 4/9 KTS5 3/6

**6F33** 6/9 DAF96 6/11 MULI 0/4

**6J5** 2/- DFG9 3/1 PCC6 7/3

**6J5T** 3/9 DF96 6/11 PCFB8 7/-

**6JM** 4/3 DK91 5/6 PCFB8 7/-

**6J7** 5/- DK92 7/6 PCL8 7/-

**6K7G** 11/- DL16 4/11 PCL8 12/6

**6K7G** 6/- DM70 7/6 PLB1 8/6

**6KM** 4/3 EABC8 6/6 PLB8 7/-

**6K8G** 5/3 EAF4 8/6 PL8 7/-

**6L7** 4/3 EB41 6/11 PLB4 10/11

**6LA1** 5/- EB9 1/6 PEN36C 7/6

**6MA7** 5/9 EBFA 6/11 PEN61 9/-

**6MG7** 4/9 ECC81 5/3 PYF2 6/3

**6MG7** 4/9 ECC82 5/3 PLY 4/11

**6N4** 4/9 EBC6 6/6 PYB1 7/3

**6V6** 4/9 EBC6 6/6 PYB1 12/6

**6V6G** 6/- EBC64 8/3 TY86F 11/6

**6V6H** 8/6 ECC82 T11 7/7

**6X4** 5/9 ECFL1 6/11 UY86 6/3

**6X4G** 5/- ECF52 9/- UCH42 7/6

**12A6** 5/- ECH43 9/3 UCB1 7/3

Any parcel insured against damage in transit for only 6d. extra per parcel at the risk of the consignee. Postage and packaging 6d. per valve extra. C.O.D. or C.W.O. C.O.D. charge 3/- extra. S.A.L. with enquiries.
COYNE'S NEW
PIN-POINT SERIES TAKES HEADACHES OUT OF ALL SERVICING PROBLEMS!

No. 1
Pin-Point
TV troubles in 10 minutes

Find the exact sound or picture trouble in ANY TV set from 700 possible troubles! Latest edition now has 382 pages of solid TV servicing information. Postage 1/6.

SPECIAL OFFER
Circle Book No. 1 on coupon, send only 18/6 after 7 days, and 19/6 in 20 days, making a total of 38/6 including postage.

No. 2
Pin-Point
Transistor troubles in 12 minutes

Trouble-shoot every type of circuit in ALL transistors, equipment (300 pages): hundreds of illustrations, 130 circuit charts, 47/6, postage 1/6.

Circle Book No. 2 on coupon.

TRY ANY FOUR BOOKS ON NO RISK FREE TRIAL OFFER

No. 3. Application of Radio and TV Principles. 299 pages 2/6-
No. 4. Radio, TV, Television and FM. Receivers. 492 pages 2/6-
No. 5. Radio & TV Circuit Charts. 310 pages 2/6-
No. 6. Latest Instruments for servicing Radio-TV. 367 pages 2/6-
No. 7. Practical Television servicing and Trouble-shooting Manual. 495 pages 2/6-
No. 8. Television Servicing Cyclopedia. 350 pages 4/6-
No. 9. Transistor Electricity. 480 pages 2/6-
No. 10. Coynie Technical Dictionary. 196-
No. 11. Television and Radio Handbook. 262-

SEND NO MONEY.
Use Time Payment Plan at No Extra Cost. If you wish Just mail coupon for (free trial) After 7 days send only low price or return books and pay nothing! If you keep more than our book, send 2/6 after 7 days and 3/6 each month until complete (maximum four books). To buy one book send coupon in 7 days, one half in 20 days.

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FAST RETURN SERVICE

TO:
SIM-TECH BOOK COMPANY,
MAIL ORDER DEPT. DIV. TVSH. McGRAT. P.O. BOX 1160, SPARKS, N.Y.

Please rush the books circled below for 7-day FREE TRIAL as per coupon.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Name

Address


COYNE'S TV RADIO HANDY BOOK

10,000 VALVES

FROM 9D. TO 700D. BIASING GUARANTEED, READ FOR FREE LIST TODAY.

OECK 299. Contains 7... etc.

Full description is visible.

SPEAKERS!

- 11. P.M. 6/6. Good quality but required with D.C. Transformers. 1/6-

- 12. P.M. 9/9. Highest quality, fitted with O.P. Transformers. 2/6-


REMEMBER:

P.P. COMPONENTS LTD.,
219 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX.
Stamp for Free Catalogue.

YOU CAN TRUST THE NAME OF
COYNE'S\n
D. & B. TELEVISION

13a KINGSTON ROAD
SOUTH WIMBLEDON
LONDON S.W.19

Phone: Chesham 2365

And that's all there is to it.

WE ARE OPEN FROM 10 a.m. UNTIL MIDNIGHT.

For any information or problems you have call on us or Phone, we are always pleased to help.

TERMS: C.O.D. or OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.

Satisfaction assured.

REBUILD TV TUBES

FULLY GUARANTEED

12 MONTHS

Complete New Gun fitted in every Tube

12in. ... ... $4.00
14-15in. ... ... $4.10
17in. ... ... $5.00

Immediate Delivery

Carriage and Insurance 10% extra

Allowance on old tube

NU-GUN TELEVISION LTD. 3 The Mews, Duckett Rd.
Harrington, London, N.4

Telephone: MOney 2903
## SENSATIONAL NEW 1961 DESIGNS — LOW PRICES ★ PICTORIAL STEP-BY-STEP PLANS

### THE NEW "LISBON" TRANSISTOR SET

Build the miniature 19/6 highly sensitive "LISBON" design. This is a pocket 2-stage transistor set not much larger than a matchbox. Excellent clear reception covering all medium waves and working for months and months off a tiny 11 or 3 volt battery costing only 2/6. A very simple set to build and an excellent introduction to transistor circuitry. Everything can be supplied down to the last nut and bolt including SIMPLE AS A.B.C. PICTORIAL STEP-BY-STEP PLANS FOR ONLY 19/6, plus post and packing 1/6 (C.O.D. 2/- extra). Parts sold separately, priced parts list 1/-.

### "MAJORCA" 7 TRANSISTOR RADIO

Build this 7-transistor "MAJORCA" superhet portable with Car Radio aerial attachment. An exceptionally high quality design giving remarkable tone with push-pull output. Can be built for only £10.19.6, including everything down to the last nut and bolt and SIMPLE AS A.B.C. PICTORIAL STEP-BY-STEP PLANS. Post and packing 3/6 (C.O.D. 3/- extra). Parts sold separately.

### OUR NOVEL WRIST RADIO

Our engineers have designed this novel Wrist Radio using latest transistor techniques. Size only 4 1/2 x 1 x 3/4 in. Featherweight yet gives clear crisp reception over all medium waves. Tiny battery lasts months and months costing only 4d. No snags — anyone can build it in an hour or two using our SIMPLE AS A.B.C. PICTORIAL STEP-BY-STEP PLANS. All parts can be supplied including case and strap FOR ONLY 22/6, plus post and packing 1/6 (C.O.D. 3/- extra). Parts sold separately, priced parts list 1/-.

### THE NEW "FLORIDA" VALVE RADIO

This sensational "FLORIDA" model is one of our most sensitive valve radios. It is a highly compact self-contained miniature push-button base, valve pocket radio at absolutely rock bottom building cost. Covers all medium waves with very latest circuitry bringing in stations from all over Europe without fuse. Size only 4 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 1 1/2 in. A fascinating pocket radio. We can supply all the parts including beautiful 2-tone case and SIMPLE AS A.B.C. PICTORIAL STEP-BY-STEP PLANS, screws, wire, etc. Can be built for the exceptionally LOW PRICE of 27/6, plus post and packing 1/6 (C.O.D. 3/- extra). Parts sold separately, priced parts list 1/-.

### CONCORD ELECTRONICS

Dept. P.T.2, 210 CHURCH RD., HOVE, Sussex

---

**Build your own Aerials... AT HOME**

**AERIAL FITTINGS FOR BAND III, BAND I & RADIO F/M.** Useful formula and hints for constructing your own aerial quickly and cheaply. Catalogue illustrating our increased range of Diecast Alloy Fittings, including Band III to Band I Mast Couplers, Reflector and Director Rod Holders, Insulators (both "In-Line" and "H" types), Masthead Fittings, Masts and Elements, Chimney Brackets, etc. Send 1/- in stamps for the above, to:
THE "PW" ROADFARE AM FM RADIO

Transistorized throughout. Advanced design, operated from internal batteries or direct from mains.
Four sections on printed circuits: A.M. tuner, F.M. tuner, audio amplifier, mains supply unit.
Attractive plastic cabinet. Ferrite rod aerial for A.M., telescopic aerial for F.M.
Order now, lowest prices.

TELEVISION REPLACEMENT LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS from 70-90/- ea.
Most makes available so far with all inquiries.

LINING BLOCKING TRANSFORMERS 10/- to 10/8.

FRAME BLOCKING TRANSFORMERS 18/8 to 21/8.

NEW MULLARD TRANSISTORS
Audio 27/8 10/- R.F. OC44 15/8 40/-
Sub Miniature Electrolytics, 15 volt. 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 mf. 12 each.
Wrayd Printed Circuit Components In Stock.

HIGH GAIN TV P.H.E. AMPS KITS
BAND 1 B.B.C.
Tunable channels 1 to 5. Gain 18-24. E.F. and valve. Kit price 29/8 or 49/8 with power pack. (Also take 2-way kit if preferred).

BAND III ITA—same prices.

CRYSTAL MIKE INSET by Acoa, precision engineered. Size only 1 in. x 2 in/4 in.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 14 in w.g. undrilled. With 4 sides, covered corners and lattice fixing holes. 25 in. sides. 7 in. 4 in., 6 in. x 4 in., 1 in. 12 in. 4 in., 16 in. 12 in., 18 in. x 12 in., 1 in. 16 in. 12 in.

ALUMINIUM PANELS. 16 in w.g. 16 in. 10 in., 4 in. 14 in., 6 in. 12 in., 1 in. 18 in. 2 in.


COMPLETE JASON P.M. KIT. FM1 with set of 4 valves, 55/8.

BBC TRANSISTOR RADIO, Mod. and Long Wave. Two tuned and dual blocks. Complete kit, 26/- extra. Ideal Aid Earner with Special Ideal, 12/- Details 61.

CYLDON TURRET TELLEUTER
1 F. 30-38 miles, complete with trans-pair aerial. 500 m. w.g. 8 in. x 3 in. and F. Channels 1 to 13. Brand new, price 45/-, Samples data and circuit supplied. IDEAL for P.T. "OLYMPIC".

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES
TUBULAR TUBULAR (P) TYPE AS TYPES 1/340v. 2/500v. 5/8 140v. 200v. 3/200v. 4/400v. 5/2, 140v. 200v. 7/300v. 200v. 6/400v. 4/500v. 5/1000v. 7/750v. 5/1000v. 8/1500v. 6/2000v. 7/2500v. 5/3000v. 8/3000v. 6/4000v. 7/4500v. 5/5000v. 8/5000v. 6/6000v. 7/6000v. 5/6000v. 8/1000v. 6/6000v. 7/1000v. 5/6000v. 8/6000v. 6/6000v. 7/6000v.

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
80 ohm COAX CABLE
Similar, semi-rigid, 100 ft. 6d.
WIRE-WOUND POTS 3 WATT
Pre-cut Mini. Type. 25 K. 50 K. 100 K. 250 K. 1000 K.
WIRE-WOUND WIDE RANGE VARIABLE. 5 ohms to 50 K. 80 K. 60 K. 100 K. 200 K. 1000 K.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6.


RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Post and Packing 1/1 over £2 free (Export post Extra) C.O.D. 1/6. (Wed. 1 p.m. THO 1665 Buses 133 or 68

THEIR ONLY ADDRESS 337 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON
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